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1. Introduction 

Perhaps both the most difficult, and the most crucial, decision for a 
study of how those central banks which have adopted inflation targets 
have fared is to decide which central banks to include within the cho
sen set. Nowadays almost all central banks make price stability their 
main objective. Price stability is regarded, for this policy purpose, as a 
low rate of inflation, 1 low enough to prevent agents consciously fac
toring in expectations of future inflation into their price/wage setting 
decisions. Consequently virtually all central banks have an inflation 
target, though this may be unquantified and implicit rather than 
quantified and explicit. Our objective in this paper is not to discuss 
the adoption of price stability as the main objective for monetary pol
icy, but to examine the implications of publicly announcing and mak
ing this objective explicit and precise. An explicitly numerically quan
tified inflation target is one feature that is common to all Inflation 
Targeting (IT) countries, but not unique to this group. Several non-IT 
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countries also publicly report a numerical value for the inflation rate 
which they are seeking to achieve at some future date (e.g. France, 
Italy or Portugal). 

What does seem to be somewhat more distinct among IT coun
tries is that there is no other specified, numerically quantified, inter
mediate target,2 such as a monetary or an exchange rate target, the 
achievement of which is treated as a means of achieving the inflation 
target. But any dividing lines between IT and non-IT central banks 
remain fuzzy. For example, as we discuss in Subsection 2.3, the dis
tinction between the role of the concurrent rate of monetary expan
sion on the monetary policy decisions in Spain and Germany is not 
that large. In both countries policy decisions are based on a wide set 
of indicators, with the growth of a money aggregate having a privi
leged role. The situation is, perhaps, even more indistinct with respect 
to exchange rates. In all the IT countries, variations in the exchange 
rate are perceived as having an important influence on future infla
tion, as we discuss in Subsection 2.4.1, although it is not regarded as a 
target in its own right. Nevertheless, given the inflation target, com
fort zones for the exchange rate can be internally defined, and mone
tary policy could be based on those 'targets'. By comparison, the cen
tral banks in Latin America (e.g. Chile, Colombia, Mexico) generally 
combine both an exchange rate operating target and an inflation ob
jective. But in these cases, the key operational decisions are primarily 
driven by the exchange rate target rather than the attempt to achieve 
a numerically specified inflation objective (see Masson, Savastano and 
Sharma 1997). 

The most problematical case is that of Israel which combines an 
intermediate exchange rate objective (a crawling peg) with an explicit 
numerically quantified inflation target. In their conference on experi
ences with IT, which the Bank of England hosted in March 1995 (the 
proceedings of which can be found in Haldane 1995a), Israel was in
cluded as an IT country. We believe, however, that Israel should be 
included, with the Latin American countries, as primarily operating 
on the basis of an intermediate exchange rate target. Although in
creased importance has been attached to the targeting of inflation in 

2 The USA has no other intermediate targets either, but it is not regarded as an IT 
country. It has no explicitly quantifie4, nurner~cal t<l!get for inflation, ~d i.s curre~tly 
required (by Act of Congress) to take rnto cons1derat1on several other obJeCtives bes1des 
price stability. 

·i,; 
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the last four years, the existence of an announced crawling band may 
sometimes force the central bank to take policy actions which are 
only triggered by exchange rate developments and are not related to 

inflation concerns, as it would happen in a pure IT country, but the 
distinction is fine. 3 

Our set of IT countries is the same as that adopted by the Bank 
of England, apart from Israel, which we exclude from our group, ":'d 
the one adopted by the Bank for International Settlements, and m
cludes Australia, Canada, Finland (until October 1996),' New Zea
land, Spain, Sweden and the UK. What distinguishes this group from 
other countries where price stability is the sole objective of monetary 
policy is that there is an official commitme~t from th~ .monetary 
authorities to achieve a clearly defined, numencally quantified, target 
for inflation,' together with the absence of any other inte;mediate 
target." In the IT countries policy changes are usually explamed ~nd 
justified as caused by prospective movements in inflation, for w~1ch 
prior monetary or exchange rate movements w11l .often ~e. a pnn:'e 
explanation, whereas in the non-IT countries, pohcy dec1s10ns w1ll 
normally be explained and justified in terms of the rate of growth of 

3 Israel will probably become an IT c_ountry, even according to our strict defini~ 
tion, since the relative importance of the mfl~twn t~rget and the ~xchange rate tarpet 
has been changing in favour of the former. Smce rmd-1995 the wtdth of the crawlmg 
band was enlarged and the exchange rate has been allowed to move mor~ freely 
within the band, thus reducing the role of short-term exchange.rate ~oncerns m.shap
ing monetary policy. The role of the exchange rate .targets and mflatwn targets m the 
monetary policy of Israel is discussed, for example, m Ben-Bassat (1995). 

4 In October 1996 the Finnish markka joined the European Exchange Rate 
Mechanism (ERM) in preparation .for becoming one of the ini:ial P?rticipants in t~e 
euro in January 1999. Although 1t was announced that the mflauon t~rget of 2 Yo 
would not be affected "under favourable conditions", at that time th.e Pres1~ent. of the 
central bank clearly stated that the e~chan&e rate would assume mcreasmg l?IP?r
tance in the conduct of monetary pohcy, w1th precedence over any ot~e: .obJective 
(Bank of Finland 1996, pp. 3-8). So Finland then ceased to meet our defm1t1on of an 
IT country. . 

5 Although we chose this sample in .par~ because w~ thought that thes~ countries 
had clearly defined targets, after mvesugatwn we reahze4 ~at, at l~ast m s~me of 
them, the targets are somewhat less precise ~ha~ we had tm:tally be~teved. Still, the 
definition of the targets in the sample countnes ts more prectse than m no~-IT coun
tries, where the policy objective is defined as 'price stability' with few detmls of what 
is meant by that. 

~>After completion of the first draft, we came across a paper by Svensson (1996) 
where the set of countries described as having an IT framework is the same as ours, 
and where the description of the characteristics of the IT framework is similar to our 
own. 
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some intermediate monetary target or some change in the exchange 
rate, unless there are good grounds for believing that these are not giv
ing a reasonable prediction for future inflation. 

The existence of an explicit and precise IT, instead of a simple 
reference to price stability being the objective of policy, provides an 
anchor for inflation expectations and helps to make the monetary 
authorities more accountable.' All of the countries in our sample have 
recently been granted greater independence from government for de
termining interest rates. 8 Unless there is an operational exchange rate 
target (and it is dubious whether the wide band ERM in being since 
August 1993 necessarily represents an operational target), or an un
usually well-behaved demand-for-money (velocity) function, then the 
grant to central banks of greater independence to vary interest rates 
('instrument independence' as defined by Fischer 1994) has usually in 
the last few years been accompanied by the acceptance by the central 
bank of a more transparent, and numerically quantified, inflation tar
get. The exception to that may be the prospective European Central 
Bank, though it is still possible that it may set such a quantified infla
tion target for itself. The absence, in the Maastricht Treaty, of any re
quirement for such transparency and hence accountability has been 
criticized (Goodhart 1991 and 1992, Kenen 1992 and Cukierman 1995). 

Another difficult choice we had to make regarded the dates of 
introduction of IT in the countries in our sample. It is hard to assign a 
specific date to changes in policy frameworks, especially for inflation 
targeting, given the similarities between inflation targeting and other 
frameworks where price stability is the objective of policy. This is a 
problem similar to the choice of countries to include in the IT set, 
and the reasons behind our choice of dates are the same as for our 
choice of countries. Our emphasis is on the existence of an official ex
plicit commitment from the monetary authorities to achieve a pre
cisely defined, numerically quantified, target for inflation. Thus, we 

7 The argument for adopting an explicit IT is discussed in Subsection 2.1. 
8 In the UK this occurred in two steps. While there was a move in that direction 

in 1992/93, the formal decision to alter interest rates remained with the Chancellor 
until May 1997. Then~ after the election of the Labour government, the incoming 
Chancellor transferred autonomy to vary interest rates to the Monetary Policy 
Committee of the Bank of England, a committee consisting (after an initial transition 
period) of five bank officials and four independent outside experts. Briault, Haldane 
and King {1996) discuss why there has been a general move towards more central 
bank independence in recent years. 
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took the date of introduction of IT to be the date of the official an
nouncement of the commitment to achieve a precisely defined target. 
According to this criterion, the dates of the announcements of infla
tion targets were as follows: 

Australia 
Canada 
Finland 
New Zealand 
Spain 
Sweden 
UK 

19939 

1991, February 2610 

1993, February 2 

1990, March 211 

1995, January 112 

1993, January 15 
1992, October 8 

Policy frameworks are not changed in one day, and it is likely 
that some central banks were already behaving as IT, even before the 
official announcement of the target. Furthermore, giving the usually 
long policy lags, some of the observed performance of IT countries 
must reflect monetary policies that were in place before the adoption 
of IT. These problems should be taken into consideration when ana-

9 It is difficult to determine precisely the date of the announcement of IT in 
Australia. Initially the central bank unilaterally adopted a quantified numerical IT 
without the involvement or blessing of the government. Subsequently, however, 
Ministers came to speak approvingly of this initiative, and with a Labour government 
having tlms consented to it, and the new Liberal government also in favour, IT in 
Australia can be viewed as firmly established. For the exercises that require the use of the 
announcement date, we assumed it to be 1/1/1993. 

10 This is the date of the joint announcement of the inflation-reduction targets by 
the government, as part of its annual budget presentation, and the Bank of Canada, 
through a press release. Although the Governor of the Bank of Canada, John Crow, 
had been publicly stressing for some time {at least since his Hansen Lecture of 1988) 
that price stability was the monetary policy objective, we believe these statements do 
not represent the sort of official commitment to a precisely defined target that we 
tal(e to be the characteristic of IT countries. 

11 This is the date the first Policy Targets Agreement (PTA) between the Reserve 
Bank of New Zealand and the government was signed. Since April1988, the Minister 
of Finance, Roger Douglas, and the Associate Minister of Finance, Peter Neilson (the 
Ministry of Finance was then responsible for monetary policy) had been making sev
eral statements stressing the government's intention of bringing inflation down to 
very low levels. Again, as in the case of Canada, we believe that these statements do 
not fulfil the characteristics of an IT as we define it, and that only after the signing of 
the first PTA New Zealand had an official commitment to achieve a precisely defined 
target. 

12 In Spain, the IT was announced in December 1994, but was formally adopted 
as of January 1, 1995. 
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lysing the results of our exercises that involve the use of the an
nouncement dates. 

Our chosen set of countries is small, and they have only adopted 
IT for a short period. Since our data period ends in most cases at the 
end of 1996 (in some cases in 1997), it is far too short a period to 
make any robust claims about the effectiveness of IT, as McCallum 
(1995) also emphasized in his recent review article on IT. Nonetheless 
such is the interest in this subject that we could not resist making 
such attempts. 

One of the major problems is that the last few years have been 
characterized by a special worldwide set of conditions (themselves no 
doubt partly reflecting the shift of emphasis in monetary policies in 
many countries). Among these conditions have been a rapid decline in 
inflation to low levels, which was generally sharper than forecast ei
ther by central banks or private sector commentators, and in many, 
but not all, countries a further increase in unemployment. So, by 
comparison with their own earlier history, IT countries may be as
sessed as having been a) successful with their prime aim of reducing 
inflation, b) congenitally likely to exaggerate the future likelihood of 
a resurgent inflation, and c) having only achieved low inflation by 
higher unemployment. But all these phenomena may result more 
from the international context, rather than from any special particu
larities resulting from the adoption of IT itself. 

In order to try to guard against such problems we have, in vari
ous exercises, tried to compare the results of the IT countries against 
those from a set of comparable countries. But which countries might 
be comparable? All our set of IT countries were industrialized OECD 
countries, so we restricted our comparator group to that set. Most of 
our IT countries started with middling inflation rates; so we chose as 
comparator countries those with roughly similar initial inflation 
rates. 13 Nevertheless, such a choice is always problematical so we 
chose four, overlapping, non-IT control groups. The first two groups 
consisted of countries with similar inflation levels in the Eighties (one 
is composed of 5 and the other of 7 countries), the third consisted of 5 
countries with similar inflation levels in the period 1987-92, and the 

13 We regafd this as an important criterion. Countries that had low inflation at the 
outset, e.g. Germany, may find it hard to improve on their performance; while the 
experience of initially high inflation countries may be startlingly good, or bad, and in 
either case bias the conclusions. 
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fourth is composed by 7 countries that we subjectively chose as facing 
similar economic environments as the IT countries. 

But one cannot make a silk purse out of a sow's ear. Our se
lected set of IT countries is small, and the selection process debatable. 
So is the selection of a control group. The number of years in which 
the central banks have been applying IT is very small, and these years 
had some special worldwide characteristics. Given the lack of data, 
the results are likely to be sensitive to the empirical methods used. It 
is far too soon to reach any robust, statistically significant conclusions 
about the effects of that choice on the macroeconomic outcome. 

Where it may be somewhat easier, at least in some matters, to 
establish whether the adoption of IT made a major difference is with 
respect to its influence on the behaviour of the central banks them
selves. The adoption of a numerically quantified IT makes the com
parative success, or failure, of a central bank more transparent. But 
the lengthy lags in the effect of interest rates on nominal incomes and 
on inflation make it necessary to adjust interest rates now to forecast 
future inflation, if there is to be much hope of controlling inflation to 
the desired degree of accuracy. With the central bank now also having 
greater responsibility for adjusting domestic interest rates, the shift to 
IT is likely to bring with it the need for revised and expanded com
munications, with both government and public, about both inflation 
forecasts and current actions. Moreover, there are some instances 
where the upwards shock to inflation comes from the supply rather 
than from the demand side. 14 In general the central bank should not 
seek to offset the first-round effect of that. How easily, if at all, can 
the central bank not only follow that precept, but also communicate 
it to the general public? 

Large interest changes (especially if upwards) are not only un
popular but may also be destabilizing to the economy and to the fi
nancial system. Moreover, any reversals of direction of interest rate 
changes within any short period (e.g. up, then down) may give an ap
pearance of vacillation in policy and uncertainty in approach. 
Whether for these, or other, reasons central banks have typically 
smoothed interest rate adjustments, i.e. they tend to make a consecu-

•
14 

The existence of continuing supply-side shocks is taken as axiomatic in much of 
t~e literatur~ ~n central banl{ independence. With the important exception of the various 
otl s~ocks, 1t ts less clear how large or frequent such supply-side shocks have been in 
practtce. 
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tive series of some six, or so, small adjustments (of about 0.5% each 
typically) in discount (base) rates over a period lasting several quar
ters, rather than fewer, larger adjustments (see Rudebusch 1995 and 
Goodhart 1996). This syndrome has been criticized as 'too little, too 
late', and resulting in strong auto-correlation in inflation. Since the 
objectives of IT have been, as we shall demonstrate, demanding both 
in terms of level and permitted range of fluctuation (between the 
bands), has this caused any difference either to central bank's operat
ing techniques or reaction functions? In particular, is there any evi
dence among IT countries that they have varied interest rates earlier 
or in larger steps than in the past? 

Our main focus is, therefore, on whether and how the adoption 
of IT may have affected the behaviour of those central banks. This 
will, we believe, represent our main contribution. In order to obtain 
more information and understanding, especially on this aspect of the 
behaviour of IT central banks, we wrote to them in January 1996, and 
we received full, frank and helpful replies. (In view of subsequent 
events, e.g. in the UK in May 1997, we have updated this material for 
some countries.) We are particularly grateful to these senior officials 
for being so patient, courteous and helpful. Much of the body of this 
paper could only have been undertaken with their assistance. 

2. The execution of monetary policy 

2.1. Reasons behind the adoption of inflation targets 

The adoption of IT has usually followed the recognition of the failure 
of the previous monetary policy framework. This is obvious in the 
cases of the UK, Sweden and Finland, where IT was adopted just after 
the collapse of the fixed exchange rate regimes." The adoption of IT 
in Spain, although it followed the granting of autonomy to the central 
bank, also reflected some disappointment with the use of both mone
tary aggregates and the exchange rate as an intermediate target (fol-

13 The Finnish markka and the British pound were floated in September 1992, 
the Swedish krona in November 1992, and IT was adopted in October 1992, January 
1993 and February 1993, respectively in the UK, Sweden and Finland. 

:'i 
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low~ng the 1992/93 ERM crisis and consequent widening of the fluc
tuatwn bands). In Canada, New Zealand and Australia, the adoption 
of IT followed a period of discretionary monetary policy, where no 
explicit and quantified target was used, a framework that was gener
ally judged to have been unsatisfactory and was only implemented in 
the absence of a better alternative. 16 

Given the differences in the monetary policy frameworks previ
ously ~n place, we ~hould expect the observed effects of the adoptio'n 
of IT m the behavwur of the central banks in our sample to be sub
stantially different for European and non-European central banks. 
The transition from a fixed exchange rate regime to a floating ex
change rate regime implies, by itself, substantial changes in the execu
tion of monetary policy. For the European countries in our sample, 
the adoption of an IT coincided with such a regime switch. Thus, we 
cannot ~eparate empirical!~ the changes in behaviour caused by the 
change m exchange rate regtme and the adoption of IT. This is not the 
case for the non-European countries, where the adoption of an IT was 
not accompanied by any other major change in the monetary policy 
framework. In the following analysis, such differences between the 
two groups should be kept in mind. 

The adoption of IT can be seen, in all the countries in our sam
ple, as an alternative to discretionary monetary policy, in an envi
ronment where the use of exchange rates or money aggregates as in
termediate targets is thought to be unsatisfactory. The official state
ments made at the time of the adoption of IT usually advance two ar
guments for ~he abandonment of a discretionary monetary policy: the 
need to provtde an anchor for inflation expectations and the need to 
make the central bank17 more accountable. The private sector cannot 
understand fu_lly the stance and the consequences of a discretionary 
monetary pohcy, nor can they anticipate correctly the actions of the 
central bank. In this situation, the formation of inflation expectations 
becomes a complicated process, and uncertainty about future inflation 
is much higher than in a framework where a credible IT has been 
previously set. Also, under a discretionary monetary policy it is diffi-

16 
NeV:' Zealand had abandoned exchange rate targets in 1985. Monetary targets 

bere used m Australia (from 1976 to 1985) and Canada (from 1975 to 1982), but were 
a an~oned .because they were n?t considered to be reliable indicators of policy. 

.bOr, 1ll the UK case, Unttl May 1997, the Chancellor, who was ultimately re
sponsl le for monetary policy. 
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cult to evaluate the performance of the central bank, since there are 
no clear and easy to verify benchmarks against which the perform
ance can be compared. An explicitly and precisely set IT provides 
such a benchmark, thus making the central bank more publicly ac
countable. 

Where the accountability of the monetary policy decision pro
cess was an important reason for the adoption of IT, such targets were 
set as the outcome of an agreement between the central bank and the 
government (in New Zealand and Canada) or by the government, act
ing unilaterally (in the UK). Where the main concern was to provide 
an anchor for inflation expectations, the IT was set unilaterally by the 
central bank, although in some cases these targets were later endorsed 
by the government (as happened in Australia, Finland and Spain). The 
fact that the IT is announced jointly by the central bank and the gov
ernment may enhance the credibility of the target, as long as the joint 
announcement implies a commitment by one party, the agent, which 
is monitored by the other, the principal, especially if the agent decid
ing on monetary policy suffers an effective penalty if targets are not 
met. 18 

The first reason why a joint commitment could be credibility
enhancing is that in some countries budgetary measures may be neces
sary to help control inflation and inflation expectations. Where fiscal 
problems were one of the main causes of the past inflationary pres
sures, and high stocks of public debt can raise the spectre of the gov
ernment eventually forcing a partial monetization of the debt, low in
flation can only be a credible target if measures to reduce the budget 
deficit are put in place. A strong commitment from both the govern
ment and the central bank to an inflation target reinforces the likeli
hood that the targets will be achieved, if this joint commitment can 
be interpreted as a sign of monetary and fiscal policy coordination. 

The other reason one could expect higher credibility from a 
joint commitment is the fact that as long as the right incentives are in 
place, 19 the external monitoring may play the role of a 'precommit-

18 Walsh (1995) and Persson and Tabellini (1993) show that an adequate incentive 
contract for central bankers may eliminate any inflationary bias they may have. The 
monitoring and associated penalties could be seen as such an incentive contract. 

19 In New Zealand, the central bank Governor may be dismissed if the inflation 
targets defined in the PTA, signed between the central bank and the government, are 
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ment technology' that could overcome the 'time-inconsistency' prob
lem of monetary policy, as described in Kydland and Prescott (1977) 
and Barra and Gordon (1983a). For central banks who unilaterally set 
the IT, there are few effective sanctions. A central bank Governor 
m~ssing a pre-stated target is unlikely to sanction himself, though he 
m~ght face public obloquy. Even if a government was secretly happy 
with fast~r .monetary. expansion (than the target would imply),20 the 
fact of m1ssmg a pubhshed target to which the government had set its 
name will give rise to demands for it to respond; sacking, or fining, 
the Governor will b.e .relatively painless for the government itself (in 
most ?ases). Al.so, a JOint announcement is more likely to be realistic: 
knowm.g that It may be held accountable for missing it, the central 
bank w1ll not accept the over-optimistic targets politicians tend to set. 

The only incentive to stick to the target central banks who uni
laterally set their target have, is the effect on their long-term reputa-

not ~~t. Her~ the incen!ives to achieve the target are apparently high, since there are 
exphctt s~nct10ns for failures. In 1995 and 1996 the objective, the underlying Con
sumer P~tce I~dex (CP~, exceeded the target {then 0-2%) and this led the Governor to 
t~nder hts re~tr;natwn m 1996, but it was refused. Subsequently, following the elec
uon of a coahuon government, the band was widened to 0-3%. 

~n Canad.a and the UK there are no pre-set sanctions, but the fact that one party 
publicly mom tors the performance of t~e other may constitute a sufficient incentive. 
In the UK the Chancellor was responstble for monetary policy until May 1997 and 
the B~nk of England then moni!ored the inflati?n performance: if targets wer~ not 
met, the Bank ~f. England publtcly announced tt, and this could have harmed the 
government ~oltucally. ~rom May 1997 onwards, the tables were reversed. The 
Mo~e~ary Pol~cy ~ommtttee {MPC) of the B.·mk of England became responsible for 
ili~~~vmg; the ~~~~tlon target, set as 2.5°(o for RPIX on a continuous basis. [There arc 

mam d~frmuons of the RPI, headh-?e RPI, RPIX excluding the effect of interest 
rates on the mdex, and the RIPY excluchng the effect of both interest rates and indi
r~dts taxes.] If, ~nd w~en, RPIX. diverges from this target by more than 1% on either h e, the MPC ts r~:ure~ t? wn~ a letter to tl:e C~nc~llor explaining why this has 

appened and outlmmg tts mtentwns for restonng mflatton to target. As King (1997 t· 4~ 1) remarked "Giv~n pa~t expe~ience of inflation volatility, it is likely, even al: 
owtng for the change m pohcy regnne, that the MPC will have many opportunities 

to restore the lost art of letter-writing to British life". 
used In Cana~~ the fact that an explicit target set by the government is missed may be 
ment as .a poltu~al argument not to reappoint a central bank Governor the govern-

h. dtshkes; If the targets are met, the non reappointment of a Governor that 
a~ iteved th~ targ~ts the goyernment itself has set might be politically difficult to ex
fu a nb The mcentlves to suck to the target exist in the three countries, although it 

ay 
20 

e ar~ed t~at they a;e not str?~g. enough to make the IT fully credible. 
C '!'he mflattonary btas of pohucmns was one of the main arguments the Roll 

ommtttee Report {1993, Subsections 2.5 and 3.3) advanced against joint targets. 
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tion of missing (or constantly changing) it.21 If their track record on 
inflation, before the adoption of IT, is not very good, their current 
reputation will be low, and losing it would not be a very serious prob
lem. Only after the central bank has established a track record by 
meeting the targets for a reasonably long period, will the inflation 
target become credible, since only then will the damage to the reputa
tion of reneging the announced targets have a significant cost. Rogoff 
(1985) suggested that if the central bank is independent from the gov
ernment, and the central bank Governor is 'conservative', i.e. places a 
higher relative weight upon inflation stabilization, the 'time-incon
sistency' problem may disappear. Thus, it could be argued that an IT 
announced by an independent central bank could be as credible as a 
joint commitment. The adoption of IT in the countries in our sample 
has been associated with changes to, or attempts to change, the legal 
framework of the central bank to make it more independent (al
though in the case of the UK, the adoption of IT in 1992 preceded the 
grant of greater autonomy to the MPC of the Bank of England in 
May 1997, and the passage of the associated Bank of England Act in 
1998). However, even in the case of an independent central bank the 
credibility of the IT will not be as high as in the joint announcement 
with sanctions case:22 first, because legal independence does not neces
sarily mean actual independence; second, because an independent cen
tral banker is not necessarily the same as a 'conservative' central 
banker." To repeat, only after a reasonably long period of proving 
that the central bank is actually independent and the Governor is 
'conservative' will the IT become credible. Making the central bank 
independent does not eliminate the need for reputation building. 

21 Reputational solutions for the time-inconsistency problem may be found, for 
example, in Barro and Gordon (1983b). 

22 Note that the argument for joint announcements only holds if the central 
bank is effectively independent from the government. If this is not the case, govern
ment and central bank are the same entity in terms of decision power, and in this case 
a joint announcement is in fact a unilateral announcement. 

23 Mexico provides an example of a central bank to which formal independence 
has been granted, but is perceived to be not completely independent from the gov~ 
ernrnent. Russia provides an example of an independent central bank that was less 
'conservative' than the government: under Governor Gerashchenko, the monetary 
policy in Russia was highly inflationary, much more than the Yeltsin government de~ 
sired. 
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O~ly ~he ex~stence of external monitoring associated with an appro
pnate mcenuve scheme may have a short-term effect on credibility. 

The issue discussed in the paragraphs above refers to what An
ders~on and Berg (1995) call "operational credibility" of IT, i.e. the 
hk~hhood that the IT will effectively be met, given the current insti
tut_wnal framework, which they distinguish from the "political credi
bility" of IT, i.e. the likelihood of a regime shift, where the current 
~r~e_work m~y ?e replaced by another not favouring price stability. 
Polltlcal credib!l1ty', inter alia, depends on the size of public debt and 

current budget deficits (as incentives to generate inflation in the fu
ture), but it depends above all of the support given to the IT frame
_work ?Y the ??litical opposition. Any legislative framework favour
mg pnce stab!l1ty introduced by one government may be reversed by 
future governments. If_ t~~ opposition political parties are against the 
IT, the long-term cred1b1hty of the framework is seriously affected.24 

<?~ly an I!. endorsed by the current government and by all the oppo
sltlon polltlcal pa;ties that are likely to become (part of) the govern
ment m the med1_u;n term. may ~e credible, and varying degrees of 
support by o~pos1t1on part1es IS hkely to be reflected in empirically 
observed varymg degrees of credibility. 25 

24 Sven~son (1995) and Andersson and Berg (1995) argue that in the case of Swe~ 
den the mam problem was ?~ 'politi~al credibility', especially before the elections of 
September 1994. The oppo~1t10n soctal-democrats were against the IT, and they were 
expected .to change t~e Rtksbank board (and adopt inflationary policies) if they 
would wm the. electtons, as they eventually did. After the election the social
democ~ats surpnsed observers by appointing an independent chairman to the board 
who rem~o~ced the IT as the monetary policy objective. Ammer and Freeman (1994} 
rlfer. to SI.~ntlar doubts about the medium-term permanence of the IT before the 1993 
£ ect10J?.s m Canada. The 'political credibility' of the New Zealand IT was also af~ 
~fted m 1995.by calls 1? abandon the PTA framework by two opposition parties. 
ti t~r the electwn t~~re 1ll 1996 there was some uncertainty whether one of the par~ 
f~Tn the new coahuon g<;>vernment (New Zealand First) would accept continuation 

0 f · In t~e event the regtme was extended, subject to a 1% widening of the band a 
re o~m whtch many. had felt to be technically desirable in any case. In the UK, the 
prevwus Conservative . Chancellor, Ken Clarke, publicly opposed giving greater 
auhonomy to the Bank tn May 1997, but the position of the Conservative Party as a 
w dole obn this i~s~e has remained (at least at the time of writing at end 1997) uu'clear 
an pro ably dlVlded. 

25 
Evidence regarding the credibility of IT is presented below in Section 4. 
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2.2. Choice of target 

An IT must be credible, to provide a good anchor for inflation expec
tations. This implies that it should be stated in a simple and clear way, 
and it has to be feasible. It must be flexible, in the sense that it should 
allow for monetary policy to accommodate some unexpected (supply) 
shocks and to adjust to changing economic environments. It must be 
easily verifiable, to make the central bank accountable. These desir
able characteristics of an optimal IT restrict the choice of each central 
bank, but there is still some scope for differences. Box A compares the 
targets adopted by the countries in our sample, and the main trade
offs are briefly discussed below. 

When defining an IT, the first choice to be made is which price 
index is going to be targeted. All central banks in our sample target 
consumer price inflation. The CPI is the best known and most com
monly used (e.g. in wage negotiations) measure of inflation. It also has 
some technical advantages, like being promptly released and seldom 
revised. The impact on expectations and credibility of such a measure 
of inflation should be greater than alternative measures that rely on 
complex statistical treatment or are released with a considerable lag, 
like the GDP deflator. 

QaY-ef!.tst>_ 
Target; 
BoxizOnt 

<;;anada_ 
Ind,x: 

Caveats:. 
Target;;_ 
Horizqn:_ 

Finland 
Index; 

Cav~ats: 
Target~ 
Horizon: 

Bo>;A 
DE$IGN Ol' INFLATION TARGETS 

!ln~~rlying _CPl (excluding frqit -and vegetables, petrol~ i_nterest 
cosq, pglJlic _.sector pxic;es, aJJ:d pther yqlatiJe !?rkes). _ 
,nqp.e~- - -

2~3°/o on aver-age, 
- iJ~mechate., 

(tmderlying CPl c exc!udiog fgocl, .~ergy md first rqund d
{~_cts 9£ indirect taxes - is u,se<l aS the b~se for policy decisions). 
large _increases in qil prices, na.w-r~ disasters. 
29/o ± 1°/o. 
19?5-~~ (IleW target tq be set by l?98). 

underlying CPI (excluding effeGts of t<1Xe1, subsidies and hol.lsing 
r~lated capital costs). -
none, 
aroum;l2%._ 
from1?95 (until effectively terminated in 0Gtober 1996). 

til 

n 
! 

L 
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Target: 
Horizon·;· 

sip~ificant chang~$ -~n_ indirect taxeS or government charges,-sig
p.tftc~nt_chan~es m_l~J?ort _or- expor:: prices, intere~t costs, natu
ral dtsasters (tn practlce,_ the targe~ ts an underlying CPI index 
calculated by the Reserve Bank . of New Zealand as the CPI 
modified by the caveats). 
()..~~ (since Decemb_er 1996; previously Q-2~)- . 
!9 the end of Govern~.r's term.1 }/ 
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Spain 
Index; 
C~yeat§; 

C::PI 
?~1; g€p,eric cav~at$ (e.g_. ·rq]~_-:- ~f fiscal poliCy_- ~nd wage __ behav-: 
tour). · ·· · · 

Tiirg(£ 
I-Io.riz·o.o,~ 

Caveats; 
Target: 
Bor,.i,~on:_;--

4%. 
hom 1998. 

<;;PI. 
·none. 
2%'± l%. 
lioml9?s .• 

fu?IX -~I e~clu4-ing mortgage interest paymen~s). 
dfects_of ~r.L~hrect taxes wd subsidies and interest costs. -
25% (an e:xphmatory letrer ha~ '\:Q_ be written When deviation 
fromtargetH;±1°/o). '-; , · · 
in~fffi_itc:ly, 49-til riwised by:_the, Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
w_~~ch, f~YlSlO!}. ca_n be __ ~acl~ at any time~ 

b 
1 

The descrip.tion of the New Zealand target refers to the situation as of NovemN 
er ~997. Followml? the announcement of the reappointment of the Governor for a 

furt er t~rm of off1ce to 31 August 2003, a new PTA was si ed on 15 December 
1997. Th1s PTA extends the 0-3% target out to the expiry oFthe Governor's next 
term. ~t also chan&es the_ formal target from the CPI (headline inflation) to the CPI 
excluding the cred1t serv1ces component (CPIX). The Reserve Bank of New Zealand 
~BNZ) ~as subsequently announced that it will cease calculating underlying inflaN 
twn, and mstead will use CPIX as the only target measure. It also will explain the efN 
fehcts 

1
o
1
f shocks on the CPIX measure, rather than adjust the target measure itself for 

t e e ect of those shocks. 

However, the headline CPI is affected by a number of shocks 
that can_not _be controlled by monetary policy, and do not reflect the 
:'nderlymg mflationary pressures the central bank should be worry
mg about. Changes in indirect taJ>es or subsidies are not usually re
!ated to_ inflationary pressures, but can have a significant (short-run) 
Impact m the CPl. When the CPI includes interest related costs, it re
sponds perversely tci monetary policy changes; a tightening of policy 
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in reaction to rising inflation will imply higher interest costs, and 
thus even higher CPl. Some supply side shocks that raise inflation and 
lower· output (like large changes in commodity prices _or n~tur_al disas
ters) should be accommodated, to avoid the adverse 1mphcauons for 
real activity of a restrictive monetary policy?' A flexible monetary 
policy, able to adjust efficiently to these problems, should_ be ?ased_on 
a target expressed in terms of some measure of underlymg mflatwn 
that would exclude the effects of this type of shocks. The problem 
with the underlying CPI is that usually it does not have sir_n_ilar desir
able features of statistical simplicity and general acceptability as the 
headline CPl. Thus, a target expressed in terms of underlying CPI 
tends to have a smaller impact on expectations. The alternative is to 
set the target in terms of headline CPI, but to include some escape 
clause (or caveats) that would justify missing it, in order to allow for 
some flexibility in monetary policy. 

In both solutions mentioned above, transparency and account
ability are affected. The performance of the central bank ca:' only be 
easily verified if the targeted price index is calculated by "? mdepend
ent agency. In our sample, targets based on an underlymg CPI are 
only used by Australia and Finland, and in both countries the under
lying CPI targeted is computed by statistics' agencies independent of 
the central bank, and thus accountability is not jeopardized. The 
problem is that in most countries even when the statistics' agencies 
publish some underlying CPI, it seldom excludes all the relevant 
shocks. In this case, the central bank has to choose between calculat
ing its own index (with the corresponding lo~s in tran~pa:ency "?d 
credibility) or using the less adequate external mdex. A s1m1lar cho1ce 
must be made regarding the caveats if the target is set in terms of 
headline CPl. Transparency suggests that the list of caveats must be 
precise and exhaustive, but this reduces flexibility, since some shocks 
are unpredictable, even in nature. It should be stressed, however, that 
in practice the distinction between headline and underlying CPI tar
gets tends to become blurred. In all the countries wh~re the formal 
target is based on headline CPI, monetary pohcy deciSions are based 

26 Usual references to supply side shocks are to those increasing inflati~n, such as 
the oil price increases of the 70s, b~t there is no reason to r:ule out supl?ly stde sh?cks 
of the opposite sign. The disinflatwn process o! ~he ?Os m1ght be paruallY. explamed 
by such shocks, e.g. ~he inc;eased retail co~pet1t1on m the UK or the decline m food 
prices as a result of Fmland s EU membership. 
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in some measure of underlying inflation, not headline inflation. J udg
ing from our sample, it seems that there is no effective choice, and IT 
have to be set in terms of underlying CPI, since this is the price index 
monetary policy is best able to control." The only real question arises 
in the long term, if the two measures exhibit persistent differences." 
Then, if the target is defined in terms of headline CPI, the operational 
policy targets for underlying CPI have to be changed so that headline 
CPI comes within the target range. If the target is defined in terms of 
underlying CPI, no change is needed, and headline CPI will deviate 
from the target, but this may have an important impact on inflation 
expectations. 

The design of IT in our sample suggests that central banks be
lieve that monetary policy is able to control underlying inflation but 
not in a precise and accurate way. The targets are either range targets 
or point targets that are only supposed to hold on average, and in ei
ther case this means the inflation rate is not going to be kept constant 
at some pre-set level. Some Qimited) volatility of the inflation rate will 
be tolerated since some uncontrollable shocks are likely to affect in
flation and monetary policy technology is not considered to be accu
rate enough to forecast, or bring about, finely calibrated changes in 
the inflation rate. Where the target range is precisely defined, the 
usual band width is 2 or 3 percentage points." The optimal band 
width involves a trade-off between the credibility-enhancing effects of 
choosing a demanding target and achieving it, and the credibility-

27 See Section 3 on the controllability of inflation. 
• 

28 Underlying inflation is supposed to capture the fundamental trends in headline 
mflation, an.d ~eviations bet~een the two indices are usually assumed to be tempo~ 
rary, but th1s IS not necessanly true. Yates (1995) presents some evidence (although 
not conclusive) that different price indices in the UK are not directly substitutable 
even in the long term (although they cointegrate). 

29 ~n Finland and Spain the target ranges were not precisely defined. In both 
countnes the 2% target should be interpreted as the mid-point of a soft-edged band· 
the Bank of Finland explicitly stated that deviations on both sides would be allowed' 
but no explicit toleration ranges were specified. The target for Australia should be in: 
te~pret~d as a 'thick' point rather than a range. In the UK, from May 1997, only the 
m1d-pomt target is defined, and the MPC is required to write an explanatory letter 
v:henever RPIX diverges more than 1% from this. However as King (1997) empha
Sized, "The inflation target i~ not a range of 1.5% to 3.5%, it i; a target of 2.5% on av
e:age. Indeed, ~ne of the mam purposes of the open letters is to explain why, in some 
Circumstances, It would be wrong to try to bring inflation back to target too quickly. 
I
1
n other words, the MPC will be forced to reveal in public its proposed reaction to 
arge shocks". 
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damaging effects of missing it (Goodhart and Vifials 1994). This 
would suggest that central banks that need to build a reputation 
should choose narrow range targets, whilst more credible central 
banks may opt for wider bands. A highly credible central bank could 
even set a soft-edged band, similar to Finland's, where only the mid
point is defined and no explicit deviation ranges are set.30 The choice 
of 2 percentage point bands seems to reflect a preference for credibil
ity-enhancing narrow bands. If so, the question is whether monetary 
policy is precise enough to achieve an inflation level inside such a 
band. In Section 3 we discuss this issue in the light of the outcomes of 
monetary policy prior to the adoption of IT and the ex post success of 
the central banks in our sample in achieving their targets. 

A common feature in our sample is the absence of price level 
targets. Price level targets reduce the uncertainty about the future 
price level, but are more restrictive since they imply that high infla
tion in one period must be compensated by low inflation next period. 
Also, since price levels are permanently affected by supply side shocks 
they are less flexible in accommodating those shocks. Central banks 
in our sample may have opted for price change (i.e. inflation) targets 
because they prefer to have more policy flexibility (even at the cost of 
higher uncertainty), but it could also be that they decided to go one 
step at a time. The new monetary framework was tried first with the 
less restrictive version of price change targets, instead of going straight 
to the stronger version of targeting price levels. If this was the case, 
we might expect to see some of them adopting price level targets some 
time in the future. But although there are no price level targets, there 
are point targets for inflation that should hold on average, as in Aus
tralia. 31 This kind of target might be interpreted as (moving) price 
level targets, since both have the same effects in terms of reducing un
certainty about the future price level. Setting an average inflation rate 
of 2% strictly means setting the future price level at any point in time, 

30 It is arguable, however, whether its high credibility was the reason behind the 
Bank of Finland's choice, given the country's inflation history and substantial depre~ 
ciation of the markka at the time of the adoption of their point target. The single fig
ure was preferred since it was considered that it would provide a better guide for the 
formation of inflation expectations (Brunila and Lahdenpera 1995, p. 129). 

31 Economists at the Bank of England (e.g. King 1996) also interpreted the UK 
target, pre-May 1997, as a point target that should hold on average, together with an 
indication of the range within which ex post inflation might be expected to lie if pol
icy was directed at this point. 
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if 'average' means that an inflation rate of 3% in one period implies a 
rate of 1% in the next period. We are doubtful, however, whether av· 
er~ge targets ~hould be interpreted so strictly. In the event bygone 
m1sses are unhkely to be compensated by an (over) correction on the 
other side of the 'average'. 

The adoption of IT reflects the view that price stability should 
be the only (mediurr.'-. and long-term) objective of monetary policy. 
However, pnce stab1hty does not necessarily mean a zero inflation 
r_ate.

32 
In fa~t, fo: all the countries in our sample, the target is a posi

tive rate of mflatwn, although small (around 2%). The question of the 
opti':'al rate of inflation, and the empirical and theoretical arguments 
that 1mply that the optimal rate of inflation is positive, has been ex
~ensi--:ely discussed." The main theoretical arguments against a zero 
mflauon rate refer to the non-negativity of the real interest rates (the 
'Summers effect'),34 to the existence of downward nominal rigidities 

32 
Note that a pri~e level target_is ~ot necessarily a constant level target. One may 

set a target forth~ pnce leve~ that IS h1gher than the current price level. In the short 
ru~ (over one pen?d), there ts no fundamental difference between an inflation and a 
pnce level target: If t~e current price level is 100, it is equivalent to set an inflation 
target. of IJ:2% o.r a pnce level target of 100-~02. This i.s not the case over several peri
~ds, ~m~e mflauon taq?ets a~low for base dnft, but pnce level targets do not. If infla
tion IS h~gher than the u~flau~n target in one period, the price level is permanently af
fec~e~, smce the future mflatw~ targets will refer to the current (higher) price level. 
Thts IS not the case under a pnce level target, since too high inflation in one period 
m~st ?e compensa.ted b_y lower inflation in the following periods. A similar result 
anses If. we .use a~ mpatwn tarqet that must hold on average, since for the average to 
hol~, htgh .mflatwn In one penod must be compensated by low inflation in the fol
~OWI~g penods. _For e.xample, assume the c~rrent price level is 100, an.d price stability 
~s defmed as an ~nflat1on rate of 2% per penod. If the targets are contmuously met, it 
ts (~oug~ly) eqwval~nt to set the targets as t) an inflation target that should hold every 
penod,, tt) an mflauou target that .shoul4 hold on ave.rage or iit) a price level target. 
The pnce le~el o~ th: secon~ peno~ wt.ll be (approxtmately) 104 in every case. But 
assume _that 1nflatwn 111 ~he f~rst l?enod ts 3%, i.e. the price level is 103. Meeting the 
targets 111 the second pe.nod 11?-plies for target .t) an i~flati~n rate of 2%, i.e. a price 
~:vel o~ 105~ for target tt) a pnce level of 104, t.e. an mflatwn rate of 1 %; for target 
m) an tnf!.atwn rate of 1% (so that the average is 2%), i.e. a price level of 104. The 
outcome lS the same for targets h) and iit), but not for target t). 

>
3 

Yates (1995) provides a good review of the discussion. 
>~Summers (~991) pointed ~ut t~at since nominal interest rates are always non

negat~ve, a zero mflauon rate Imphes that real interest rates must also be non
negative .. Sur!lmers' argume~lt for a positive inflation rate is that in some circum
stance.s Qtke tn a deep recesswn), negative real rates of interest might be appropriate. 
I;:_en If the. need for negative real interest rates may be infrequent, they could be very 
• 

1PO:tant 111 those rare cases and should not be ruled out by the adoption of a zero 
mflatton rate. 
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~ h . al" fl. • in the labour and product markets, to t e opt1m m atwn tax, 
and to bias in measures of consumer price inflation.37 Of these, the 
only argument that one can find in the official statements of (some oQ 
the central banks in our sample is the last one." The IT of around 2% 
is said to reflect the average bias in the CPI caused by the introduc
tion of new goods, the improvement in the quality of exist~ng goo~s, 
and changes in consumer demand in response to chang.es 1n relauv:e 
prices for which the measured CPI does not account. ~stl~a.tes of th1s 
bias in different countries, however, suggest that the b1as 1s m the 0.5-
1.5% range." Thus, some (or all) of the other argumen~s .may also b4~ 
behind the choice of a 2% target, although not exphe1tly stated. 
Given the likely differences among countries in this statistical bias, 
and especially in the effects of the other arguments for ~ l.'ositive infl.a
tion rate we find the similarity of the target levels stnkmg. The m1d , . 
point of the ranges is now between 1.5% and 2.5% for all countnes, 
with the majority concentrating on 2%. We are not aware of any 
studies quantifying the optimal rate of inflation in each country, s.up
porting ex ante the choice of a given target. Perhaps, central ~anks JUSt 
assume that 2% is the small positive number that theoretical argu
ments suggest the optimal rate of inflation should be, or simply chose 

h 
. . 41 

to target the same inflation level ot er countnes were targetmg. 

35 If there is some downward nominal rigidity in the labour market, short-run 
decreases in the real wage cannot be achieved under zero inflation. In countries where 
the labour market structure is such that nominal wage cuts are rare (or ruled out by 
law), a positive rate of inflation may be the less costly way of generating short-run 
real wage decreases. . . . 

36 An inflation tax may be part of the optimal m1x of revem~e-ratsmg m~tho~s a 
goverrunent can use, and thus should not be ruled out by adoptmg a zero mflauon 
target. 

37 On this, see the Baskin Report (1996). 
38 For example, this was the argument used by the Bank of England (1992). . 
39 Brunila and Lahdenpera (1995) claim that the bias in the CPI might be as htgh 

as 1.5·2% in the US, but is likely to be smaller in the UK and in Canada (of the order 
of 0.5-1%). . . 

40 Only for New Zealand, which had a mid-point tar~et of 1% Ut_Ittl1996, m.11?ht 
one argue that the statistica~ bia~ v;as. the only ~eason behmd the cho~ce .of a posltrv:e 
inflation target. However, smce 1t 1s hkely that m New Zealand the btas m ~he CPI ts 
smaller than elsewhere (Archer 1995), i.e. smaller than 0.5%, even fo~ thts country 
some of the other arguments were probably (implicitly) behind the ~mce of target. 

41 In Finland and Sweden the 2% target was chosen because thrs was the level of 
inflation other European countries were seen to be targeting. 

L
j~ 
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Given the long lags in monetary policy, the target is usually set 
initially for some future date, at least 2 years ahead.'' Where the cur
rent inflation was above the target, the central banks in our sample set 
a downward path for inflation, to reap as soon as possible the benefits 
of lower inflation expectations the IT is supposed to provide. These 
'transition targets' could serve as a benchmark against which the pro
gress towards the ultimate objective could be measured, and meeting 
the 'transition targets' would help to establish the credibility of the 
final target,'3 since it is likely that the credibility of the target, and its 
impact on expectations, would only be achieved by success in meeting 
it, and not by its simple announcement (see Section 4). Box B de
scribes the timing of the targets in our sample. The inflation rate at 
the time of the announcement was above the final target range in 
Canada, New Zealand, Spain and the UK, but the intermediate targets 
only demanded a strong deflationary effort in Spain, since current in
flation was inside the first 'transition target' in the other countries. 
The impact on expectations of a less ambitious target will tend to be 
smaller, although a too ambitious target might not be credible. The 
differences between less and more ambitious targets should be kept in 
mind when analysing whether inflation outcomes were consistent 
with the targets (in Section 3) and the impact on expectations of the 
announcement and subsequent inflation performance (in Section 4). 

2.3. Reaction function 

Under an IT framework the final objective is targeted directly, and no 
intermediary targets are used. Given the lags in monetary policy, this 
means that an (explicit or implicit) forecast of future inflation is 

42 Note that usually an initial date for the application of targets is set, but not a 
final date. At first, a planned path for a reduction in inflation may be set, but once in
flation reaches the final target it should stay there indefinitely. The exceptions are 
Canada and New Zealand, where current targets hold only until 1998 and 2003, re
spectively, and new targets must be set before those dates to hold in subsequent peri
ods. 

• 
43 The 'transition targets' could also be useful as a guideline for policy decisions. 

Ntch<?l~ and Archer (1992, p. 322) claim that was the case in New Zealand, where the 
'tran~Itlon target' gave the RBNZ "a clear framework for policy decisions, and has 
provtded the motivation to take policy actions that might be politically difficult". 
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BoxB 
TIMING OF T!\RGETS 

Date of Current 
. Target 

Target :rrarisition 
i'\Dnounc~ment _inflation 1 date path 

1993 1.9% 2-3°/0" 19n p.one --

Feb, 199\ 3,9% 1-3% 1995 ')-4% Dec. 1992; 
1.5-3,5o/o.inid. 
1994 

Finland ;Peb. 1993 2.6'/p' 20jo 1995 _UQ.Q.C_ 

New Mar.1990 3-5% Dec. 1990; 

Zeal an <I 2.5-4 .. 5% Dec. 
1991; 1.5-3.5% 
Dec. 19922

• c 

3.5-4% early 
199~; <3% early 
1997; 2.5% 
end 1997 

Sweden Jan .. 1993 1:8% i-3%' 1995 onderlying 
inflation nOt _ 
mcreasmg 

UK Oct. 1992 4.0% 1-2SYo 1997 1-4%3 

1 Current inflation refers to the formal target index on the quarter before the 
time of the announcement, except for Canada and New Zealand where it refers to the 
underlying inflation index used for policy decisions. 

2 The final target here refers to the one set in the second and third PT As. The 
targets in New Zealand were changed three times before November 1997. The fir_st 
PTA, signed in March 1990 set the final target of 0-2% by the end of 1992, and m 
April the RBNZ announced the 'transition targets' of 3-5% in December 1990 and 
1.5-3.5% in December 1991. A new PTA was signed in December 1990 extending the 
final target for the end of 1993, and following this the RBNZ announced in February 
1991 the new 'transition targets' of 2.5-4.5% in December 1991 and 1.5-3.5% in De
cember 1992. A third PTA was signed in December 1992 where the target was set to 
hold from that moment until the end of the Governor's term in 1998. Finally, this 
target was revised to 0-3% in a fourth PTA signed in December 1996. We took the 
targets to be the ones set more recently at each point in time, that is, the 'transition 
targets' to be 3-5% in December 1990, 2.5-4.5% in December 1991, 1.5-3.5% in De
cember 1992, the final target of 0-2% to hold from the first quarter of 1993 until the 
fourth quarter of 1996, and the new target of 0-3% to hold from the first quarter of 
1997. A fifth PTA was subsequently signed on December 1997 (see footnote 1 Box A 
for details). 

3 This transition path refers to the first inflation target announced in October 
1992, which determined that inflation should be in the 1-4% range fro~? that moment 
on, and in the lower half of that range ''by the end of the current Parliament" (1997). 
This target was revised by the new Labour government elected in May 1997. 

' ·~ 
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the intermediary target. 44 In principle, the monetary policy decision 
process would start with the computation of a point forecast for infla
tion X periods ahead, with X being the policy lag. Then, monetary 
conditions would be adjusted according to the relative position of the 
forecast to the target range: if the forecast is on target, no action is re
quired; if the forecast is above the target, monetary conditions should 
be tightened; if the forecast is below the target, monetary conditions 
should be relaxed. Thus, IT would be different from the money or 
exchange rate targeting frameworks because policy reacts to a quanti
fied inflation forecast, and not to current changes in the ex post, actual 
data for some financial variable. Also, in principle, IT involves a 
quasi-formalized reaction rule, that distinguishes it from a discretion
ary monetary policy. However, the actual policy decision processes 
do not always follow the simple rules outlined above, and the distinc
tion of IT from other policy frameworks is less clear than the process 
outlined above might suggest. 

In principle, IT involves the computation of a quantified infla
tion forecast that is going to be compared with the target. As we 
show in Box C, although quantified inflation forecasts are used in all 
the central banks in our sample, policy decisions are not based exclu
sively on those quantified forecasts, but also on a subjective evalua
tion of several leading indicators. In some countries (e.g. Australia, 
Finland), quantified inflation forecasts are just one of the indicators 
used for policy decisions. Even in the countries where the quantified 
inflation forecasts are the key input in the policy-decision process, 
much subjective judgement is put into the forecasts, and furthermore 
the policy-makers also look at other indicators, not only the point 
forecast. This is usually justified on the grounds that point inflation 
forecasts are deemed to be unreliable and subjective judgements of the 
inflationary pressures in the economy are thought to improve the re
sults. Another way of avoiding the limitations of point forecasts is to 
do some form of 'risk analysis', by computing different forecasts un
der alternative scenarios," or describing the inflation forecasts as a 

44 Svensson (1996) provides a formal analysis of the inflation forecast role in an 
IT framework. 

45 For example, at the Bank of Canada the staff prepares a base forecast and sev
eral alternative forecasts according to different scenarios for the exogenous variables; 
the management then will treat the different alternatives according to their view of 
the likelihood of such scenarios (Longworth and Freedman 1995). 
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probability distribution and not a point estimate." For an extended 
discussion of this issues, see Haldane, Batini and Whitley (1998). 

BoxC 

INFLATION TARGETING MONETARY POLICY FRAMEWORK 

'A: The_inflaaon- target is the final_ obje'ctive ·of mQp.etary policy._ Gi~-~n th~_usually 
lqng policy lags,_ decisiQns hav~ toj1e W_ade in terms of future in~ation, not cur~ 

::_rf!n_t inflatiQll.\_ Future inflation can_ be assessed by mean$ of a_ quantified infla~ 
- 1:ic,m forecas! Or a_Stlbjec~yy __ eval~~Jipn c;>f future irtflat1onary pre~sJJn!~ based on 

several indicators: --

-;:'r-:JA,_u~trali~:: _ sribj~qi~e yVa_tuatiQ,n ---p:{ leyer:al '-i~dicatQrS, inclUdi-ni-infiatiOll: fore~ 
.:.,-: casi_s._ --- _":.:---_<_ _ ,----::, __ :-:';;;:~_:<:::-:-____ ;,< _ __---J->- _ _-

- ,~ > C;;ma4~: ~-\lJ:"~- ~conq~etric tnQ~el- (i~fluding judgement} tQ estimate the time 
·~path of mon~tary _C-?nditions necessarY to keep future inflation (ap~ 
p~oxin;ately Z ye_;J,rs ahead)'.near midpoint (monetary aggregates ru;~ 
used as an indepe_Aden! ch,eck on the economic projection)., 

subjective evaluation of s~Vei_al indicators; since October 1?951.also 
-infla~~OIJ, fo_r~cast 6_ t __ o 8 quaru;fi~ a,head. 
_ ~~e _eConometric m6del-(i.q.chiding judge_ment) to estilllate_ the -time 
path of mof!etary_ conditions ne~essary to keep future_ io/Jation (ap--
proximately 2 ye_ars ahead) near midpoint. _ ·_ · 

use of econ,onietric modeJ$ ,and ~ubjective evaluation of several indi
c:;atoJ;"s. 

iQflatiOri forecast 1-2 yeais ahea9. 
tuflation forec_a§t 2 yean ahead. 

. l{'- !h~ -jnflation outl~ok (point- f0recast'9r~-sub)ec(ive evaluatio~) is baSed Oli sev~ 
eral quantitative and qualitative indicators, covering a wide range of financial 
ap.d rlon~fina'":cial variables, like exchange rates and other asset prices, _expan

- ~ion of money (and other financial) aggregates, inHation expectations_, wage set-
- -; tle_111Cl!tS and other cost_ and pric~ increaseS and excess demand or_ 1>upply- in 

.-goot:ls and labour markets, Each _central bank pays spt:cial attention to, a sub.set 
__ of indicatOJ;"S1 and in some cases o_q._e indic_ator has a predominant role. The im

portancy giveh to each indicatOr may change over tim~. f'or th~ central Pank~ 
in our sample, tht} key indicator$ ar~: 
Australia: inflation expectations; Wa_ge S~ttleme11ts, output gap. 
Canada: M;! +, IY,ll, output gap, Wage _in,;Hcator$_. 

Finland; -wages, inflation exp<:;!ctations, ex:c_hange r~te, yield c-q.rve, motiey a.g~ 
gregates. 

NZ: exchange rate. 

%For example, the Bank of England stresses that the uncertainty surrounding in~ 
flation forecasting will make the inflation outcome 'always' different from the fore
cast. For this reason, since February 1996, the inflation forecasts in the Inflation Re
port are presented as confidence intervals, and not as point forecasts. 

i 
i 
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"AU' ijiq\Massets held by private sector)~rowthofnot more than 
"8% is Used as a reference.-----"- - -- -- ____ ,-

qil.tput -1¥\P; jnflation expectations, yield cq.rve. 
" _ --)?Utpu~ gap,_ ~flation exp~ctat_i'?lls, pl;lserved price~>, MO, M4. 

Q. MOneta~;y cowJition~ (the operatio~al target) are then, adjusted aq:ording t~- the 
inflation_ outlQok. Mon~ta.ry. cQnditions 0;1rti' tightened, if ip.flation _is forecast to 
be 't99 high~ an4_ relaxed if i_nflatiQn is forecast tO be _'too low'. _Given that" the 

--countries in oill_ S!Wlple afe medium and small open economies, the operatiOnal 
target is ~~tally- some tombination of <i short-terrn interest rate and the (trade
jveigh,ted) -~xt;h~g~, rate. This combination can be expre_ssed_ in tenus of a com:' 

- put._ed,'~on··.·~.·.~-.· .. rr .. · .... ·.c. on ...... ditio·n ... '.·.· .. ip._ct~-?.:_~. (M ... -C._ JY or be _J~ft to subjective evaluati.on, 
The operattonal targets are:-·-----,- __ :::,· · 

;- AustralhH' mQney:in.arket.oY~rnlghtrate,. ___ _ , _ _ -:: _ : 
· C<l~ad_a; __ -: __ MCii. :whex~_ the ,90 day ~ornll!~fdal paper ra,te weighs 75% ~nd the 
~-- - -' SJxch_~nger,~t;e_index_-?5%~---:·-- .- ----; _, <--- __ --' .. 
:-pi~L~~&:_: ___ e.val_Uati_gn of-monet~rj- conditions,-_Yfh~.te:: __ th~; key _interest r~ge is 

>.',:the_P_,ll,~htonth_tender rate: _ - -·>-' -/ __ ·_ · 
,:lMCI, w\)ere .til~ 90b\lnl<: bill rate wei&hsl/3·andthe ex<hange rate 
"inde)(2/3,.·>: '· .•. · :.:·:. . · : .:;, . • ··:· .·· .. 

Spai~t- _-$oney_m~rk~tJJverni&htratC._ _ __ --:;_,.:_ --:,:-,~':: _:-:- _ :' - -
Sweden!-- tv!CI~-W:P-er~_ the mOney market overnight rate weighs 75% and the 

e:x:·~:;];lange rate index 25%. 
. UK:-_: COminercial banksr base rate. 

D~ p_o-~i~-i~~ituJ~~~is' :~~:-th~~: ~djus~ed i~- order- tO ___ achieve the desired ievel for 
t!te ope.t;"a_~,QtHJ ta!get. -lf poli_cJ:_ changes are_ necessary~ ·these are signalled by 
anno-qp.~.i,ng n:eW_jaJu~_s f_f~f t,.b.~- polio/_ instr~_e,tJL The. key-_variable~i_ fo.t signalM 
ling _policy_ C~flnges: are: -- ':_:; -:-_:-_ ___ -~ _ __-'- , <_- ___ :.:;: _ _-._. ,__ - -
.t\_qstrali~; Qperf_lt~ng t;irget for_ the_ Ov_ernight money market- {ate: 
Canadaf oper<'J.tini b<\lld, for the gvernight money _mwkC~ r_a,te, 
Finland: tender rate, · 
NZ: , ~~t!ttle~e.ni: cash b~lances at the RBNZ (~sed._tEi influence the:; ~oney 

.p1ark,~J _oVernight rate). --- :-- -"-
Spaim
Sw~;;:_dCnt 
UK: . 

i~,rerv-egtiQn,_r~te (10. day repo rate)~ -
rq_po_ r"'t~!> <-:-<:: ,,_ · 
~olley_111-fl_rket dealings rate., 

1 The role of a 'monetary conditions index' in the conduct of monetary policy 
has been given considerable attention in recent research, in particular at the Bank of 
Canada (see, for example, Freedman 1995b). 

Another of the distinctive features of the IT framework is the 
use of several indicators as inputs into the decision process and fore
casting procedure, with no indicator having a predominant role, as an 
intermediary target would have. In practice, this distinction is less 
clear, since some central banks in our sample give a large weight to a 
particular variable, like the exchange rate in New Zealand or broad 
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money in Spain (see Box C, Section B). It is difficult to see, for in
stance, where the behaviour of the Banco de Espafia differs, in this re
spect, from the behaviour of the central banks who use a monetary 
target framework, like the Bundesbank. In Spain, the growth of the 
monetary aggregate ALP is the main indicator behind policy deci
sions, although other indicators are also considered, and the liquidity 
growth targets are not taken as fixed rules, but just as a mean of 
achieving price stability. In money targeting countries, interest rate 
changes are said to be conditioned on the movement of some mone
tary aggregate, like the M3 in Germany, but other indicators are also 
considered, and the money targets are frequently overruled due to 
other economic factors. 47 

Finally, the IT framework differs from a discretionary policy 
because a quasi-formalised reaction rule exists. In practice, the 
straightforward application of the rule raises several problems, whose 
solution generally involves considerable discretion for the policy
makers (see Haldane, Batini and Withley 1998).48 The first question is 
whether the target is the range or the mid-point of the range. In the 
latter case, the bands may be interpreted as confidence intervals indi
cating where ex post inflation might be expected to lie if policy is di
rected at the mid-point, and the central bank should act whenever the 
forecast differs from the mid-point. In Canada and the UK (post-May 
1997), for example, policy actions are directed at keeping forecast in
flation near the mid-point of the band. Where the target is the band, 
strictly, the rule only demands action when the forecast is outside the 
target range. However, even in this case a prudent central bank might 

47 Clarida and Gertler (1996) claim that in Germany the money targets are meant 
as guidelines and in no sense do they define a strict policy rule (p. 2), that the Bun~ 
desbank has tolerated deviations from the targets as a reaction to the development of 
economic activity {p. 7}, and that moderating market interest rate fluctuations takes 
precedence over monetary targeting (p. 11). Helmut Schlesinger, former President of 
the Bundesbank, quoted in von Hagen {1995, p. 108) said that the Bundesbank has 
never conducted a rigid policy geared at the money supply alone, and all available in~ 
formation about financial markets and the economy is analysed regularly. Bernanke 
and Mihov (1996) claim that the Bundesbank is a 'closet' inflation targeter. 

48 The degree of ongoing discretion may be reduced by describing thoroughly all 
the details of the operation of the targets the moment they are announced. Many cen~ 
tral banks have described in some detail how they interpret the targets, and this im~ 
plies that many of the choices discussed in this and the following Sections were made 
ex ante. However, this was not always the case, and some central banks still have 
some degree of discretion in some of the issues discussed. 

'l 
1 
: 
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wish to act as long as the forecast is close to the boundaries, to mini
mize the risk of missing the target given the uncertainty surrounding 
any inflation forecast. In New Zealand, where the target is the band, 
the RBNZ initially would not react as long the forecast was inside the 
band. But, after an unexpected and short-lived surge in the price of 
fresh vegetables that drove underlying inflation 0.2% above target in 
the second quarter of 1995, although all the previous forecasts for that 
quarter were inside the target range, the RBNZ decided to adopt the 
strategy of acting as long as the forecast is close to the boundaries 
(Mayes and Riches 1996). 

The second problem is whether any deviation from target, no 
matter how small, should trigger a reaction, or whether policy should 
only respond to significant deviations. The credibility and account
ability of the IT would suggest reactions to any deviation, to mini
mize deviations from target, but some central banks will only react to 
significant deviations. The reason is that small deviations imply small 
adjustments in monetary conditions, and small adjustments might be 
undesirable (for instance, until now the Bank of England has only ini
tiated interest rate changes of at least 0.25 percentage point, although 
the MPC has now reaffirmed that it would be prepared to make step 
changes of whatever size, smaller or larger, that it thought appropri
ate, see Bank of England, Inflation Report, 1997, p. 71). 

The final question is, if the forecast lies off the target in one pe
riod, whether the policy response should he strong, so that inflation 
quickly returns to the range, or gradual, Again, the credibility and ac
countability issues would suggest a sharp response, to minimize the 
number of periods the target is going to be missed. However, some 
central banks (e.g. in Sweden and Spain) prefer a gradual approach, 
because a radical response could be destabilizing and drive inflation 
through the other end of the range, since forecasts are not precise and 
the effects of policy are not known exactly.49 

The main concern relates to the trade-off that exists in the short
run, given wage/price rigidities in that horizon, between output vari
ability and inflation variability. With such rigidities in place, there 
remains a downwards sloping short-run Phillips curve, and thus such 
a trade-off exists. As Haldane, Batini and Whitley (1998) demonstrate, 

49 Such concern is termed multiplicative, or Brainard, uncertainty (see Brainard 
1967). 
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any attempt to use monetary policy aggressively to restore inflation 
to its target as soon as possible will cause avoidable instability in out
put, whereas a very slow adjustment will cause avoidable instability in 
inflation. Perhaps superficially surprising, the appropriate choice of 
inflation target horizon appears largely able by itself to deliver the 
best combination of inflation/ output variability without any need to 
enter an output-gap variable into the central bank's reaction function. 
Thus Haldane, Batini and Whitley (1998, p. 30) report that 

"Almost any amount of output smoothing can be synthetically recre
ated with an inflation-only rule. Forecast-based rules are, in this sense, 
output-encompassing. Inflation-nutters and output-junkies may dis
agree over the parameters in [the reaction function] - that is a ques
tion of policy tastes. But they need not differ over the arguments en
tering this rule - that is a question of policy technology". 

And later in their concluding Section (p. 42), they state that 

"Our main conclusions are: 

a) On lag-encompassing, an inflation forecast horizon of 1-2 years 
appears to deliver the best performance, in the context of inflation 
forecast-based policy rules. That is close to the forecast horizon tar
geted by inflation-targeting central banks in practice. Shorter horizons 
than this risk raising both output and inflation variability - the result 
of policy lags; while longer horizons risk macroeconomic instability. 
In general, the greater the degree of forwardClookingness on the part 
of the private sector, the less the compensating need for forward
lookingness by the central bank. 

b) An inflation-forecast-targeting rule, with an appropriately cho
sen targeting horizon, naturally embodies a degree of output
stabilisation. Moreover, any degree of output-smoothing can be syn
thetically re-creating by judicious choice of the parameters entering an 
inflation-forecast-targeting rule. There is no need for any explicit out
put terms to enter this rule. That is evidence of the output
encompassing nature of inflation-targeting". 

2.4. Instruments and operational targets 

The IT framework differs from other monetary frameworks in terms 
of the final objectives (a quantified level for inflation) and intermedi
ary targets (no single intermediary target). There is no apparent rea-
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son why the adoption of IT would imply changes in policy instru
me_nts or operational targets. In fact, no central bank in our sample 
cla1med to have made such changes due to the adoption of IT. Sec
t!ons C and D of Box C describe the policy instruments and opera
~wnal_tar~ets currently in use in the countries in our sample. Changes 
1~ pohcy mstruments have occurred in the IT period, for instance in 
Fmland, Sweden and the UK, but usually for microeconomic reasons. 
Nevertheless, being a new policy framework, IT should lead to differ
ent policy responses, that could be translated into a different usage of 
the policy instruments and in a different behaviour of the operational 
targets. In this Section, we try to identify any changes the adoption of 
IT induced in the behaviour of exchange rates and short-term interest 
rates. 

2.4.1. Foreign exchange rates 

If the sole objective of monetary policy is the control of inflation, 
then central banks must be prepared to accept the level of the ex
change rate that is compatible with the inflation target, whatever that 
level is. This does not mean that IT is necessarily incompatible with 
some Qoosely defined) desired level for the exchange rate. If inflation 
levels are similar at home and abroad, IT is also a rough mechanism 
for maintaining the external value of the currency, as long as PPP 
holds. However, conflicts between external and internal objectives 
may often arise. Under IT this must be resolved by the abandonment 
of the external objective, which implies that IT countries must be 
prepared to accept larger short- and medium-term swings in the ex
change rate, if necessary. 

Obviously, IT is an alternative to, and is different from a re-. , 
g1me of exchange rate targets. It could be argued that exchange rates 
f1xed to low inflation currencies and IT are not fundamentally differ
~n~, since they are just different ways of achieving price stability, and, 
1f mflation is low at home and abroad, exchange rates will tend to be 
stable even under IT. However, in the presence of significant real 
shocks, under IT we might observe large swings in the nominal ex
change rate, with no changes in inflation levels, as the real exchange 
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rate adjusts to the new economic conditions.50 This type of adjust
ment could not occur under exchange rate targeting, at least as long as 
targets are kept unchanged. 

Box D describes the role and the behaviour of foreign exchange 
rates under IT. Medium-term control of the exchange rate is only at
tempted if large changes threaten the IT, and short-term control is 
abandoned, as we show in Section A of Box D. No central bank in 
our sample has tried to stabilize the exchange rate in the short term, 
except the Bank of Finland who occasionally did intervene to avoid 
sharp intra-day movements, and this should imply higher short-term 
volatility of the exchange rate for the European countries, who had 
exchange rate targets before the adoption of IT. Evidence that sup
ports this hypothesis is presented in Section B of Box D, where it is 
shown that short-term exchange rate volatility during the IT period is 
significantly higher than during the fixed exchange rate period, for 
the European countries. On the other hand, exchange rate volatility is 
significantly lower during IT than during the discretionary period, for 
all the countries in our sample. 

Compared to a discretionary monetary policy, IT seems to be 
able to provide more stable foreign exchange rates. This could be ex
plained by a reduction in the uncertainty of market participants re
garding the future monetary policy, that the existence of a clear target 
for monetary policy could provide. Compared to exchange rate tar
gets, the adoption of IT leads to a cost in the form of an increase in 
short- and medium-term exchange rate uncertainty, as would be ex
pected, but allows for easier adjustments to real shocks and reduces 
the probability of speculative crises in the forex market. 

50 Examples of such an adjustment are the Finnish experience of 1992-94, and the 
UK experience of 1996-97. 
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BoxD 

fOREIGN EXCHANGE RATES UNDER INFLATION TARGETING 

A. THE RQLE QF THE EXCHANGE RATE IN THE POLICY DECISION 
PROCESS 
lp_ th~ countries in our sample, exchange rates have~ at least, an informative role 
Ln the policy-decision process. In some cases, exchange rates may act as opera
tional target~, bil,t t;hey are_ pot; inte.rm,ediary t;trgets. In our sample, the role of 
th~ exchangff rate i~ as follows; 

Australia: exchange rate is only relevant if excessive depreciation threatens 
futu~e- inflation. 

Ca:p.ad;\: exchapge, rate is a corpponent of ~e 'monetary conditions in
dex',_ the operational target. 

Finland: bc;;£ore October 1996~ large changes in exchange rate were al
lowed, although som~ of the_ actions_ of the Bank of Finland in 
early 1993 were motivated by the. threat of the collapse of the 
markka and it did occasional interventions on both sides to stpp 
sharp intra-day lllOvements (Put not affectip.g the trend). 

NZ~ exchan~e rate_ il'! the key variable in tht;" pperation of !nonetary 
p'olicy due_ to _it_s strong and rapid infl_ue:nce OA pricesr but _it is 
n'ot· a. target in its own_ right; given th~ i_nfla:tion fo,recasts~ com
fort zones for the exchange rate are defined, and adjusted as pa
ramete:rs ;tre' revised; movements of dte exchange rate within the 
zon~ are_ normally tolerated until the rat~ approaches the ~ar
ginsi lw:weyer-there is np dire~ intervention on forex markets. 

Spain;_ there ~~formal commitment to keep the peseta withiq_ th<;! wid
one.d bands. of the ERM, but only permanent trends (not tempo· 
rary fluctuations) shape policy decisions <Jnd as long as it may 
ep_daP.ger the iufla:tiou target; forex_ stability i:.<; viewed mote as a 
re_slllt that wiU ~pme about with _Priefl stab_ility than an end in it~ 
sell. 

Sweden: return to e~change rate targets only when it is compatible with 
price stabilhy. · 

UK: the(~ are no tar~ets (or th~ exchan~e rat.e •. 

B. SH.ORT·TERMEXCHANGERATEBEHAVlOUR 
;Figur~ o.t plot~ the ab~olut<} v41~ of the, daily changes in the exchange rate of 
the countries in our sample from 3/111986 to 11/12/1997.1 For the Australian, 
Canadian and New Zealand dollar the exchan~e rateS used are US dollar 

1 The exchange rate data are US dollar Bankers' Trust mid-quotes at 3.00 pm, 
New York time, available from Datastream. The DM rates were computed from the 
USD rates. 
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. . . 

n~tes; for the Flnllish- markka, the Spa_nish- peseta and the Swedi~h krona, DM 
rates are used; for the Britis4 po~nd both USD and DM are presented. Th~ ver~ 
tical dotted lines indicate the date of the ~doption of IT. In some of the charts, 
large outliers were truncated for presentational purposes. 

Visual inSpection of Figur~ D. tSuggests that the adoption" of IT was asSoCi
~ted with higher short-term exchange-rate_ volatility in Fin-1-md and Sweden, 
~_nd with lower _short_-term volatility __ in-_New Zealand. To test fonnally for the 
ex~stenCe of_suc4 changes iri_volatiJlty __ -we used the ARCH frameWork, where 
w~ allowe4 the cQnditional vari:mce io be. affected by change-s in the monetary 
policyregime, Following Baillie and Bollerslev (1989) and Hsieh (1989) we as
St!me.d exchan~e rate returns ,fqllow_ aGARCH (1,1) pfOce!" of the form: 

. (d.l) 

.· .. .(d,2} 

{d.3) 

-~here _f,,,-~ the d<Uly retu;n, fo~:-,~i~h~ng~\:~te·i at period tj.D;r i~- a'~~y va_fi
_able,_ takirig the "Value 1 QefOt~ -tb;e adOption of IT; 14; r;,- a;, f3t and ~ are pa-
mnieters, The conditional dist!ibutiori G(·) was aSsumed to Pe norm_aL TP.e un
conditional variance of the modeL in equation, (d,1)-(d.3) for thdT period, <l.r, 
_a_p,g fo,rthe non-IT period~ ~'tb are by -

(d.4) 

. (d.S) 

Table D.freports the results ~f estlmations of thi~ mod~i, fOr i;h~'Countiies 
in our sample, over the period 3/l/1986 to 11/12/1997 (!-statistics in parenthe
sis). 2 A simple compariso_n of th~ exchflllge rate volatility in the IT and non-IT 
perio4,, __ reveals si~nificant decrease~- iq_ tl}e rr period fo.t;" 1\ustralia, Canada_~ 
spai.tj~ the UK, _a_nd,_ in particular~ _NeW Zealand~ when~ average exchange rate 
volatility fell more than 75% after the adoption of IT. On the other hand, vola
tility in~reased with IT in Finh!.nd and Sweden. For these countries (and also 
{or Spain and the UK, to a_ smaller _ex:tent) the non-IT peripd was_ mainly a p~ 
riod of fixed exchange rates, and_ th~t JUay explain the increase _in volatility. 

2 The results reported for Finland were obtained from a model that included 2 
dummies taking the value of 1 in 14/11/1991 and 9/9/1992, respectively, when major 
devaluations occurred. Without the inclusion of these dummies the variance {condi
tional on the monetary regime) would not be stationary. 
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TA~LEP.! 

VOLATIUTY OJ' PAILY EXCHANGE RATES BEFORE ANP .APTER IT 

Dummies. y, p, 3, 
definition (x 10000) 

a, (x 10000) 

Australia 0: t<; 1/!193 0.0673 o.mo 0.7510 0.0213 
(ll.~) (11.7) (56.9) (5,3) 

c;~u1acl;1 D: t< 26/2/91 0.0103 0,1000 0.8;210 0.0012 
(!5.8) (12,7) (100,4) (2.4) 

F_inla_l;l.d D: t<2/2/93 qr 0..4270 0.2580. 0.5870 -0.2196 
<> 1:2/1 Q/9.6 (16,5) . (16.9) . (46.0) {~9.9) 

New .Zealand P: t<2!3/?0 O.Q?J:l 0,1620 0.6680 0.3060 
(21,1) (15.3) (5.3,9) (22.7) 

Spain p, t< 1/1/95 76.207 Q.2821 0.6515 45.953 
(14.5) (33.9) (99,5) (9.7) 

Sweden, D: t < .15/1/93 2 .. 9959 0.:1599 0.3628 -2.3148 
(17,0) (;39.9) (19.7) (-14.6) 

UK D:t< 8/10/92 0.0703 0.1034 0.8605 0.0133 
(12.9) (17.0) (166.7) (2.7) 

In ord~r tQ: separate th~ effects q{_the adoption of IT and the floating of the 
currency, w~ estimated a .t:nodelsimilar to the one in c;;quations (d.1)-(d.3), but with 
equ;t\ioiJ, (d,3) rep);tGed by 

h~\ -?" YLt ai sl,,.t + ~~ hi,1-1 + 0?1 M1,; + Arl\t (d.?') 
whe1;e )1/i,r i? a dummy ~ari<tble, ta_king the value 1 dudng the- period ~f dlscreti~n~ 
ary mOnetary policy, and F!,r is a: dunimy variable1 taking the value 1 during the 
fixed e?tchange rate period.3 The results of the: estimat_ion of this model are r~· 
port~d in T;tPl~ D.2. 

When we· control for the existence of a fixed exchange rat~ period, then we 
obserye_ that exchange rate volatility in the lT period is significantly higher than in, 
the fixed exchange rate period ~n the- 4 ~guntries where sUch a r~gime existed1 but 
significantly hw~r than_ in the di.~cretic:mary regime for all the countries Jn ow 
sainBle. 

3 We chose to include the exchange rate targeting of the ERM participants after 
the September 1992 crisis (Spain, Finland after October 1996) in the discretionary pe~ 
riod because the exchange rate movements allowed under this regime are too large to 
be compatible with any definition of a fixed exchange rate regime. 
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·. . TABLE D.2 

VOLATILITY OJ' DAILY EXCHANGE RATES DURING IT 
ANP THE FIXEP RATE PERIOD 

·. 

Du~mies definition y, "'' ~, 

(x 10000) 
a, ~, (x 10000) (x 10000) 

Fjp.land M: 8/9/92<t<;2/2/9Jor 0.5394 0.2500 0.5280 0.5348 C0,285g 
r> 1U10/?I\ (16.1) (15.2) (33.2) (3.7) (-10,7) 

.' F: '" =819/n 

spain M:t.< 19/7/89 or 209.303. 0.3669 0.4052 179.463 -85.777 
15/9/92<t< 1/1/95 (17.1) (30.5) 

p: 19/(/89<t<15/9/92 
(28.9) (15.1) (-8.2) 

Swe:deo M: 18/11/92<t<;15/!/93 .HI93 0.2599 0.3374 13.561\2 -2.6681 
F: t< -18/11/92 (16.3) (14.7) (12,8) (10.2) {-14.4) 

UK /V!il < 5/10/90 Q< .0.0919 0.0962 0.8500 0.0582 -0.0420 
15/9/92 <t < 8/10/92 (15.Q) (15,0) (136.6) (8.0) (-6.6) 

1?: 5/10/90 < t< 15/9/92 
. 

.. 

2.4.2. Short-term interest rates 

Given that a different policy framework should imply different policy 
responses, we investigated whether the adoption of IT implied a 
change in the use of the interest rate instrument. Our first hypothesis 
was that central banks would raise interest rates earlier than before, 
relative to observed inflationary pressures. The argument is that un
der IT, central banks can resist pressures not to raise them more eas
ily, since interest rate changes can be justified with reference to the in
flation forecast and the target. Although there is some evidence that 
could indicate a more forward-looking behaviour in the non
European countries, we could not find evidence of a systematic 
change in behaviour in the data available so far: the timing of interest 
rate changes, after the adoption of IT, was not unusually early relative 
to observed inflation, especially for the European countries. How
ever, a general change to a more forward-looking attitude might have 
occurred, but the tests performed, presented in Box E, were not pow
erful enough to detect it, given the relatively short data series avail
able. 
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BoxE 

INFLATION AND INTEREST RATE CHANGES 

The hypothesis tested in this Box is whether the adoption of IT changed the tim
ing of interest rate changes relative to observed inflation (see argument in main 
text). In order to test for Granger-causality between quarterly inflation and central 
bank controlled interest rates, 1 the followtng bivariate V AR was used 

p, ~ q 1 + A(L)p,_1 + B(L)r H + E, 

r, ~ a2 + C(L)pH + D(L)r <-1 + ).l, 

where pt and rt are first differences~ of inflation and shorHerm interest rates, re
spectively, and A(L), B(L), C(L) and D(L) are polynomials in the lag operator L, 
with four lags. F-tests on the parameters of B(£) and C(I) rrovide tests of Granger
causality from _interest rates to infl<J.tion and from inffatton to interest rates, re
spectively. 

If the parameters in C{L) are jointly significant, then inflation Granger-causes 
interest rates, which may be interpreted as meaning that central banks react to past 
inflation, increp.sing interest rates only when the inflationarv pressures are evident. 
The interpretation of joint significance for the parameters 'in B(L), that is interest 
rates Granger-causing inflation, is less straightforward. The monetary policy 
transmission mechamsm provides the theoretical economic causation from interest 
rates to inflation, with higher interest rates today causing lower inflation in the fu~ 
ture. However, if central banks react to expected future Inflation, increasing inter
e_st rates when expected future inflation is higher, then the data would also show 
Granger-causation from interest rates to inflation, not related to the transmission 
mechanism} Our choice of lags in this exercise makes the latter more likely 

1 The headline inflation and interest rates data are from the International Finan
cial Statistics (IPS). The headline inflation series are the quarterly average of year-on
year consumer price inflation. The interest rates used were the average of the over
night money market rate for Australia, C-anada, Finland and Sweden, the end of pe
riod discount rate for New Zealand (although New Zealand does not have a discount 
rate, this is the name the IPS uses for the bank rate they provide) and Spain, and the 
end of period London clearing banks base rate, for the UK. The data for Sweden ex
clude the abnormally high interest rates of September 1992. The common assumption 
for all these rates is that they are determined by the central banks, and thus reflect ac~ 
curately the monetary policy stance. We would prefer to use money market data in 
all countries, but sufficiently long series were not available. Tests over the sample pe~ 
riods for which data for both bank and market rates were available indicated the con
clusions of this and other exercises on the paper would be similar whatever the inter
est rate used. The underlying inflation series for Australia, Canada and New Zealand 
were provided by the respective central banks. The 'RPIX' series for the UK was ob~ 
tained from Datastream, and for Finland underlying inflation is the series "Indicator 
of underlying inflation (1990~ 100)", published in Bank of Finland (1992-97). 

2 First differences were used because pretesting of the data indicated that, for all 
countries in our sample, the quarterly inflation and interest rate series are 1(1). The 
use of error-correction models was ruled out because pretesting also indicated that in
flation and interest rates are not cointegrated. Details of these tests can be obtained 
from the authors. 

3 In general, time series that reflect forward-looking behaviour, such as financial 
asset prices, tend to Granger-cause many key economic time series. This does not 
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to be the legitimate interpretation. The monetary policy lag is usually considered 
to be longer than four quarters, but it is likely that central banks react to expected 
inflation four quarters ahead, given the difficulties in forecasting. Also, the two in
terpretations have different implications for the signs of the coefficients, since the 
transmission mechanism interpretation suggests a negative relationship between 
interest rates and inflation, but the second interpretation implies a positive rela
tionship. Thus, the signs of the coefficients in B(L) could provide some clue to 
which is the legitimate interpretation. If the hypothesis tested here is true, then 
before IT inflation would Granger-cause interest rates, but after IT interest rates 
would Granger-cause inflation. An additional problem of interpretation arises in 
the countries where the headline CPI includes interest rate related costs; there, in
terest rates could Granger~cause inflation just because they are one of the compo
nents of the CPI. To avoid this problem we used indices of underlying inflation 
where available, but since the underlying inflation series usually do not cover the 
period before IT, we report the results with the headline CPI also. 

Table E.l summarizes+ the significance levels of the Granger-causality tests 
performed, for the null hypothesis of non-causality, The tests were performed 
over two subsamples of the period 1982:1 to 1997:3: the first subsample, corre
sponding to the period before IT, ran from 1982:1 to the quarter of the adoption 
of IT; the second subsample, corresponding to the period after IT, ran from the 
quarter following the adoption of IT to 1997:3. Note that the number of degrees 
of freedom involved in the estimation of the V AR is small, especially for the 'after 
IT' model, and that tend::; to increase the significance levels of the tests. Thus, a 
high significance level should be interpreted as a signal dmt the data is not rich 
enough to allow for any conclusions, and not as a rejection of the causality hy
pothesis. On the other hand, a low significance level may be interpreted as a rejec
tion of non-causality, i.e. one may accept the causality hypothesis. 

Using the traditional significance levels, the results of the test suggest that af
ter IT the central banks in the non-European couJ;J.tries have a forward-looking 
behaviour, although the available information does not allow one to rule out that 
this behaviour existed even before IT. In Canada, the headline inflation data sug
gests that this was not the case: Granger-causality from interest rates to inflation is 
evident in both indices after IT,_ and it did, not exist in headline inflation before IT. 
In Australia, the opposite occurs: Granger-causality from interest rates to inflation 
is evident in both indices before and after IT, suggesting that no change in behav
iour occurred. Finally, in New Zealand there is only a non~significant improve
ment in the only index that is available for both periods, in terms of Granger
causality from interest rates to inflation, although it seems that before IT the 
RBNZ had a ba<;kward~looking interest rate ~etting behaviour, that might have 

mean that those series cause inflation or GNP to move up or down. Instead, the value 
of those series reflects the anticipated future movements in inflation or GNP. 
Granger-causality tests for such series may be useful for investigating whether mar
kets (or central banks) are concerned with future inflation, but should not be used to 
infer a direction of economic causation. On the use of Granger~causality tests to as
sess forward-looking behaviour, see Hamilton (1994, ch. 11). 

4 Details of the estimation and the tests may be obtained from the authors. 
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bee_.ti abandoned.s Fqr the European countries there is no Significant evidence of 
Granger-causality from ip.terest fates to inflation or vice vers1, w:it~ the, e:g:ception 
of the former for the RPI in the UK (before and after 11), whtch IS likely to be due 
t9 the importance ot inierest¥r:at_~ related co$ts in this inde~, _ 

TABLE E.! 

GRANGER-GA USALITY B]lTWEEJ\1 INTE)l.EST RATES AND )1\lPLA TION 
(m%) 

Granger caus<'!lity 
Fxorri inflation to From interest-rates to 

interest rates inflation 

After IT Before IT After IT 

Australia headline 33 5 14 

nnderlyin~ 97 0 

Canada headline 44 14 77 I 

underlying ~8 4 

Finl~nd headline 9? 99 73 77 

underlying 86 57 

New Ze_ala11d headline 23. 41 17 

underlying 36 4 

Spain6 IS 68 47 55 

Sweden 81 39 30 69 
UK headline 46 91 6 3 

underlying 53 50 30 24 

5 In all the cases interest rates were found to Granger-cause inflation, the signifi" 
cant coefficients in the B(L) polynomial we!-e positive, suppor~ing the view that this 
Granger"causality should be interpreted as centr~l _banl\:s react~ng to future expected 
inflation, and not as a consequence of the transm1SS1011 mechamsm. 

6 In the case of Spain, the tests were performed using 2 lags, instead of 4, so that 
the model could be estimated over the 'after IT' period. 

The argument that central banks can justify their actions more 
easily under IT would also suggest that we would observe less interest 
rate smoothing, at least in the non-European countries. Supported by 
their inflation forecasts, a central bank could compute the necessary 
interest rate change to achieve the desired level of inflation, and do 
the change in one move, instead of doing it in a series of small changes 
of the same sign. 51 Again, we could not find such a change in behav-

51 It could be argued that with free international capita} movements, any interest 
rate changes are conditioned on the interest range changes m the core currency coun" 
tries. If these countries smooth interest rates, then other countries have to smooth 

' 
-~-f. 
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iour in the data for our sample, although for some countries (e.g. Aus
tralia and Canada) there are some indications that the adoption of IT 
might lead to a more vigorous use of the interest rate instrument, as 
we describe in Box F. For the European countries, who previously 
had exchange rate targets, it is likely that before IT interest rates 
would be changed more frequently and in larger amounts. When the 
target is the exchange rate, the effects of the policy change are almost 
immediately observed, and policy must be continuously adjusted. Ex
change rate targets demand monitoring and policy reactions almost to 
the minute, and it is possible that some of those reactions might have 
to be quick and vigorous, particularly during speculative attacks to 
the exchange rate. No such emergency policy reactions are needed 
under IT, and interest rate adjustments can be made more gradually, if 
interest rate smoothing is seen as desirable. The lack of accuracy of in
flation forecasts and the uncertainty about the nature of shocks and 
the effects of monetary policy might recommend such gradual ac
tions.52 

BoxF 

AGGRESSIVENESS OF INTEREST RATE INCREASES 

Using monthly data on shorHerm interest rates1 from the InterrwJtional Financial 
Statistics, we tried to assess whether after the adoption of IT the central banks in 
our sample r;1ised inte,rest rat~s more aggressively than be{ore. Since under IT the 
argument for not smoothi.ng interest rates seems tp be stronger (see main textJ, 
()ne could expect that after the adoption of IT increase_s in interest rates would be 
larger and quicker than before. Figure F.l plots selected short-term interest rates 
for the countries in our sample. The vertical dashed lines indicate the date of the 
adoption of IT, the dotted lines the monthly rates, and the solid line is a 'centred' 
12"month average, used t_o.capture the 'trend' in interest rates. 

Visually one_ cannot detect significant changes in the aggressiveness of interest 
rat~ increases afte_r the adoption of IT. If interest rate changes were quicker, the in~ 
terest rate curves would be steeper, but the slope of the curves does not seem to 
have changed sig;nificantly. The only apparent change seems to be in the magni~ 

. 

1 The interest rates used were the same as in Box E, just the frequency was 
c.hanged from quarterly to monthly {see Box E for details). We have reasons to be" 
lteve that the data for Australia and New Zealand in late 1983, early 1984 is inaccu
rate, but used them in the absence of a better alternative. None of the results is sig~ 
nificantly affected by this. 

them too, and thus we should not expect a significant change in behaviour in that re~ 
spect just due to the adoption of IT. 

52 For a detailed analysis on why central banks might prefer to smooth interest 
rates, see Goodhart (1996). 
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tude of the changes, which seem to be smaller after IT. In order to p,rovlde quanti
fied data that supports these visual conclusions, the previous Table describes the 
average monthly rate of change, nw.gnitude and duration of significant interest rate 
increase episodes2 in the period January 1977-September 1997. 

The evidence in Table F .1 'suggests that the interest rate increase after IT was 
less aggressive than previous interest rate iucreases, either in terms of magnitude or 
rate of increase. For all the countries in our sample, both the magnitude and the 
rate of increase were smaller, ejther in absolute or relative terms, than the average 
of the increases before IT, with the exception of the rate of increase in Austraha 
and C:anada. However, the evidence on Table should not be interpreted as suggest~ 
ing the central banks in our sample became less aggressive after the adoption of IT, 
because the data ar(!_ too scarce, One of the reasons why the interest rate increases 
were less aggressive was because the shocks they were counteracting were milder. 
The only episode of interest rate increases after IT was in 1994~95, when the infla~ 
tion_ary shock and the interest rate increases worldwide were relatively mild by 
historical standards. Jf the 1994-95 inflationary shock is assumed to be mild, then 
the rates of increase in Australia and Canada could btt seen as mary aggressive, 
since they are higher than the historical average . 

. . . . 

2 

Interest rate increase episodes were selected using a methodology similar to Ball 
(1994). First, 'trend' interest rate (the 12~month moving average) is used to identify 
'peaks' and 'troughs'. A peak is a month in which 'trend' interest rate is higher than 
in the previous six and the following six months; a trough is defined by an analogous 
comparison. An interest rate increase episode is any period that starts at an interest 
rate trough and ends at an interest rate peak, with the 'trend' rate more than 1 per
centage point higher than the trough. Then, the lowest and the highest monthly rates 
in each episode were used to compute the statistics in the Table. The 'duration' is the 
number of months between the month with the lowest and the month with the high
est rates, the 'magnitude' is the difference between the rates in these months, and the 
'monthly rate of increase' is the ratio of the 'magnitude' over the 'duration'. Statistics 
for each episode are not provided here, but may be obtained from the authors. 

Absolute and relative changes are both used to describe interest rate increases be
cause there are large differences in the level of interest rates across the sample period, 
ranging in some cases from 5 to 35%. The problem this large difference causes when 
comparing the size of different rate increases is whether we should consider a 3 per
centage points increase from 5 to 8% or from 32 to 35% as being similar changes. The 
alternative is to consider as similar two 50% increases, be they from 5 to 7.5% or 
from 20 to 30%. The impact on real interest rates suggests we use the former crite
rion, but we also present the latter to provide a measure of the relative change. 
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··. .. · 
T!\.BLEFJ 

EPISQDES OF INTEREST RATE INCREASES . . 

.. A vg. magnitude 
Avg. q~.onthly 

Number Avg. rate of increase 

of durauon 
Absolute Relative Absolute Relative 

episod{ls (months) 
(pp) (in °/o) (pp) (in%) 

before IT .3 24 M 1.17 . 0.39 4.8 
Australia 

after IT .·· I 6 2.8 60 0.46 10.0 
.. . 

I . 132 
Canada bt::fore IT 3 .. 31 1. 9.o 0.32 4.9 

after IT 1 I 13 4.4 )21 0.34 9.3 

Finl~nd ~;:::;~T·· 4 12 6.1 .· .63 0 .. 60 [·.·.· 6.4 

1 1.6 1.3 28 O.Q8 1.7 

):!dare IT ;) I 11 11.9 126 1.17 10.6 
NewZeaJ~nd 

after JT I 19 5.2 97 0.27 5..1 

\ldore IT . 5 15 13.0 16.4 .1.12 14.6 
S#ain 

afterlT 1 6 1.9 25 0.31 4.2 

befor,e IT 4 . 24 8.4 122 0.38 5.3 
Sweden 

after IT 1 !3 2.0 28 0.15 2.1 

befon_: IT 3 17 s.o w; 0.50 6.8 
l)j( 

after IT 1 6 1.5 29 0.25 4.8 

!;:,o~~T . 
25 19 9.5 )21 0 .. 66 8.0 

AI! IT 
7 II 2.7 55 0.27 5.3 

countries 

The evidence so far does not allow us to conclude that the adop
tion of IT has significantly changed the behaviour of the central banks 
regarding the use of the interest rate inst:un:ent, although for the 
non-European countries there are some md1cauons that s:'ch. a change 
in behaviour might be found in the future. Where we did fmd some 
differences is on short-term volatility of money market m~erest. rath, 
analysed in Box G. For analogous reason~ as those outhned m t e 
previous paragraph, we would expect to fmd a lo":'er short-term m
terest rate volatility after IT in the European co~ntnes, and mdeed ~e 
f d 't B t we also found a lower short-term mterest rate volauhty 
ounl.U l'dbh 

in Australia and New Zealand, that cannot be exp ame Y t e uansl-
tion from a fixed to a floating exchange rate. It see.ms under IT mter
est rates might be less volatile than in either discretwnary or exch~nge 
rate targeting monetary policy frameworks. The reason ~or the differ
ence with the former could be that, as we already menuoned for the 
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exchange rate, the adoption of IT provides market agents with a 
guideline that reduces uncertainty about future monetary policy. 

Moreover, the variance and mean level of inflation are strongly 
positively correlated; the coefficient of variation is nearly constant, 
see for example Fry, Goodhart and Almeida (1996, Chapter 2). Con
sequently if the adoption of IT, or other aspects of the conjuncture, 
help to stabilize the level of inflation at a lower mean level, then its 
variance can be expected to decline also. Such a decline in the volatil
ity of inflation will help to reduce the variance of interest rate reac
tions. Causation is clearly two-way. 

:SQ'!'G 
SI;IQRT-TE:RM INTEREST RATE VOLATILITY 

:c"" "::. . . .- . 

TO asSess jf the adopt~oji_ of IT affect-~ the behaviqu_r of ma.t:k~t .shoit~term jnterest 
rates we analysed 3 month interesJ .t;_ates of the countries. in our sample from 
3/1/1986 to 10/12/(997.1 The. da.ta was provided by Datastream and refer to 
Treasury biJ] rates_ for Austn;tli!)., G<l.nada, Sweden and l;he UK and interbank rates 
for Finland, New Z:eala1;1d and Spain. Figure G.l plots the absolute value of the 
daily changes in th,e 3 mont}J intere{!t rate~ The vf:rticat_ c:lptted, lines indicate the 
date of the adop~iQn of IT. Jij order tQ keep -the scale the ,o:;ame in all charts, large 
outliers wer·e ~Uqtte_d fox p_r:'esentational purposes in, som,e of the. charts. 

The visual inspection 9£ Figure G,l suggests the adoption of rr is associated 
with low(,':r daily volatility of short-term interest rates. This _rattern can be seen in 
all the; CQU.nt;ries Jn our sample, except for Canada, where sufficient data for the 
pe.riod befo.r<:: IT was npt available,_ T p te_st formally fox the existence_ of such 
changes in_ volatility we !!Sed a version qf the EGARC:H model developed by Nel
son (1991), where we allowed the logarithm of the conditional variance to be af
fected by ~han.ge_s in the_ monetary policy regime. The model used was the follow-
il:lg: . 

. (g.t) 

(g.2) 

(g.3) 

ln h;s =-'Y[ + gi Jn hi~H + ~i, gift·l + 81 D1,t (gA) 

where c1,r is the weekly2 change for interest raie i at period t; Di,.t is a dummy vari
able, taking the value 1 before the adoption of IT in country i; J.li, ]1, £Xi, f3il ¢'! and 
Ot ate paramete:n. T4e- co_gditional distribution P(·) was assumed to be normal. 

1 For some countries, restrictions in data availability reduced the sample period. 
2 In our sample, the variance of daily interest rate changes tends to be integrated. 

Using weekly data, the likelihood of finding integrated variances is reduced. 
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Table G~~ reports the results of estimations of this mode~ for the countries in our 
sap1ple, over the period 3/111986 to 10/12/1997 (t·statistics in parenthesis). A 
simple comparison of the interest rate volatility in the IT and non~IT period re
veals significant decreases in the IT period in all the models estimated/ that ~on-
firm tht:: inferences fr9m the. Visual inspt:!ction qf the charts. · 

TABLE G.! 
VQLA TILITY OF WEEKLY INTEREST ;RATES BEFORE AND AFTER IT 

Dummies 
definition Yi a, Pi ~i . ~\ 

.Australia Dt t< 1/1/~J . -0.3103 0.9240 0.2009 -0.3410 0.1323 
(-3.9) (50.2) (7.9) (-5.2) (4.0) 

I Ftnland . 
D, t<2/2/93 or -0.0147 0.9906 0.2093 -0.3963 0.0240 t> 12/10/96 (--1.4) (m.8) (10.7) (-5.7) (3.2) I- . 

N~wZ~aland D:. «2/3/90 -0.2344 0.9057 0.4384 -0.1273 0.1144 
(-3.8) (46.1) (10.2) (-2.4) (2.3) 

Spain D: t<11l/95 -0.1083 0.9664 0.4155 -0.2083 0.0374 
(-3.9) (143.0) (1).3) (-4.5) (2.2) 

Swede~? D:t<1511/93 -0.3409 0.881S 0.4635 -0.7217 0.2517 (-6.2) (48.0) (\4,8) (-6.6) (8.4) 
UK' D: t<8/10/92 -4.96.46 -0.2028 0.0008 10.755 1.5526 

-
. 

(-5.6) (-1.0) (0.0) (0.0) (5.7) 

3 
We did not estimate a model for Canada because we did not have a sufficiently 

long data series for the period before IT. 
4 

The model used for the United Kingdom was modified by replacing equation 
{g.l) by: c;,, = J..L; + P; ci,t-1 + E;,,. 

The main apparent changes in the behaviour of the instruments 
or operational targets are related to the short-term volatility of finan
cial market prices, interest and exchange rates. 53 Some of the changes 
are probably associated with the change from fixed to floating ex
change rates, and not to the adoption of IT directly, although it is 
questionable whether we should consider these two events as com
pletely distinct. The differences, in this respect, between the discre
tionary and the IT frameworks suggest that IT could be a key factor 
in providing stability to financial markets. Markets need a transparent 
monetary policy, one they can anticipate and understand, and this in-

53 
We also looked at the behaviour of narrow and broad money aggregates, be

fore and after the adoption of IT. Again, we could not find any significant change. 
These tests are not reported here, but may be obtained from the authors. 
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crease in transparency is one of the main reasons behind the adoption 
of IT. If this is true, then IT may be the only feasible floating ex
change rate framework in some situations. In an economy where 
money demand is not sufficiently predictable to allow for money tar
geting and the credibility of a discretionary monetary policy is not 
high enough to satisfy financial markets, then the only options avail
able are between an exchange rate target or floating exchange rates 
with IT. The timing of the adoption of IT in the UK, Sweden and 
Finland, right after the abandonment of fixed exchange rates, suggests 
that this was probably the case in these countries. 

2.5. Communication with public and government 

One major area of change initiated by the adoption of IT is the com
munication of central banks with the public and government. Under 
IT, the effects of central bank's policy actions can only be observed 
after a long time, since monetary policy takes several quarters to in
fluence inflation. Under other frameworks, the existence of interme
diate targets that reflect policy actions more quickly makes monitor
ing of central banks easier, but no such intermediate targets exist with 
IT. We claimed above that credibility and accountability concerns 
were the main forces driving the adoption of IT. For these reasons, IT 
demands that central bank develop new forms of communication, to 
transmit clearly and precisely and to explain their policy actions to 
other agents. Box H describes the main changes in communication 
channels introduced by the central banks in our sample in recent 
years. Some of the changes were not directly related to the adoption 
of IT, but we include them in our analysis since they are all part of 
the same trend towards increased transparency and accountability. 
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BoxH 

COMMUNlCATIQN WITH PUBLIC AND GOV]lRNMENT. 

{\., NEW CQMMUNlCA').'ION CW\NNELS 

A~ the- ~entral.- &anks jri_' orir sampl~- improved- ~he communication channels 
Wtth the _ pubhc, and pover_nment1 in recent years, Although some of the 
changes were not conten:porary with th(f adoption of IT, they are all part of 
the so:un~ trep_d_ tow;~rd~ me-teased transparency and accountability. The main 
changes Jntro4u~d hy eaqh c~ptral,hank ,re~arding comm,unication are: 

.{\ustralia 
-:;-Sq~i-A_nfititt1Stat~~nt mi Monet4?yP~li~ 'iri~r<;>dU<;ed ill May i997J 
_ -Qua;terly_ ~epor~ Q'/1 the_ -0conomy and Fmancta/ Markets includes a 'large 

Sectton ()J]_ mfl~twtt and_ e_x_tensiye discussiqJJ. of .mo~etary policy changes· 
_...., pres& releases ~gnQtmGing chanj?;<,!S iJ1 poUcy,_ ~xp}aining' ill detail there-~~ 

!Qns fqr the change. · · · · · · · 

Canada 
...,. Mone_taf{l Polh.y,,RepOrt_introd':Ced'in May 1995, pu~lished twi~e a year; 
...,. publtca~o!l ¢_f t~~ G?venlQr-s. co.m:illents t~- the Board of Directors on 

fconomzc aM F,znanctal Condi#om aM Monetary Policy (after the follow-
JUg Board Jil~etmg); - : -_- ·:- ' _ _, 

- _press_ r~l~ase~ annqpnGing cl,tang~s. in policy; 
-' regul!lr me_e~mgs of the Governor and Minister of Finance* 
_, ?p.pearanc;es of thtt ~overnpr b~fo,re committees of the H~use and Senate; 
"'""" O~~reach progr~, 1.mder which members of the Board of Directors and 

~en~or :Ban.k o££tc1als Qleet:, whh groups of Canadiaps in, all parts of the 
,COtWtry. , , ,, - ---- , 

Finland 
- quarterly frticle all' po.Hcr with f?cus on inflation' Outlook in th~ monthly 

Bank. ofFzn/4rg/.P,u/letzn (m En~;hsh) and in the quarterly Markka & Talous 
(z11 Fmmsh); · 

- press St<;'tewent a~~er poHcy ~hanges? . 
-- ?lore us~ of ~ubli~; speeches by the Governor t<;> infoim pn rnonet_ary pol~ 

JCY ~d, mflatwn qu~~oo~. , 

New Zealand 
- Monetary Policy Statement in.troduc~d in April 1990, published twiC<} a 

year; , ,, 

- quarterly Ifc.onornic, J!rojt:c't~ons (wpjch inylude a mRnetary J(Qlicy· assess
ment Sectron), pnb!Islred rn the quarters betwee11 the Monetary Policy 
Statement); · · · 

- ()~c~sioual ,sta.temetJJ$_'QU ®expected developmellt$ that itffect monetary 
pohcy; . · · · · ·· 

- public ~cruti:ny q~ the Governor by ParliameJ;Ifs Fi4~nce a_nd Expenditure 
Committee; · - .. 

;.., _ extep.sive pto.grarprP,e of J?riv~te ~ll,d public speaking enga~ements by the 
G.overnor tq mform qn ~cl expl;1in policy developments_. 
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Spain ..... . . , .. / , ,;<' . 
~,Inflation Reporpntroduced IIl March 1995; 

-Pres's -ry1eases to explain some po\icy changes; _ _-_ 
B;mco de Esp;1iiaA'1nuql Report anc) monthly [Icor~amic S~lletifl improved 
to lnduck mo,re_inforlllati_on_ on monetary pohcy; ---·.- :-- _-·- c~ --. 

, appearanGe_s hi- the Goy~~-~ot,:b_ef~r(r-_~~~- J!a_r_ha~~flF~~_--5?Qffi_tutttee for 
Eco110miC Af~~ii~t -·- - --· -. - · - -·-

Swed~n. '.,''<<,,;'<;,\>'''>, "'',,C'c'·i :< . >./ .. < ' ,,c/c;,/>·,,, ·, 
- Inflation Report int.roduced in Oct0berl99:l (ini:ially under the name Ir?· 

· ., . flatianand inflation /ixpectationl in Swedm), Pllhhshed qu~rt~rll;'; 
-- ~- -p~bli<;_ hea,rings before_ ?itt Fi~~nc~ <::;qmmtttee of the _Parh~~pt; -

-- mqre reg11hu:_ aiJ.d pubhc-!eYl~WS of:_c:~:ntra1 b~?:~_ ~-c~~~:m~~}_~ ~peec_he~ and 
- ,-lec_wre~ P_rth(,\9-o_y_~P~P:r-~n~)tafft,-- - -- - ---

c InflationR"PQi-t'!h{rdd~~din ):'ebruafy l993,, l'ublished~UilHerly; 
;,:..:. fo_nnalizatl_on,- of _tfle: _regular_ mon1hly !Ueetrngs _between_ Governor ~d 

Chancellor, prior td l\1•Y 1997, aud ~ince then Q{t~e ~n~tafY Pohcy 
, Committee (MPc); < . . .,,,. < · . . .· '. " · · , 

~- publicatiop of the_mill.utes Qf the ~e~ttng (tw:o 1feek~ a~_(_!r followrng olle1 

between April1994 and M~y 1997, ami one .w.eek after s~ce May 1997); 
. press notice a¥:~-~_ ~-~i:h __ J?O~t~y chang~- ex:plammg the -~a~:}:~asons for the_ 
chap_~-e~ )'< _-'-· :> :-<:--_ :---____ '-.--:- ,, .-._ ·-: 

--- Gover~o~ ~nd _oth~r---~~mb~r~--?f_MPG app~arans~s- befO:t~.--~he-rr~~ury 
SeleGt <;;om_mittee;-__ --- -: __ ,____ _ -:_-- _ . ,_- -, 

.,., mote use of pUblic· .$peeches by Governor and D1_r~ctors; _ __ ___ . . 
- published open lett~r tQ the ChancellQr frqm. the MPG should inflatwn 

deviaty_roore .than 1% from_-sefl~nU tar~et. ----

B. JNFLA. TroN A.NJ) MQNETARY PoucY REPORTs 
'six of the seven ce~t'nii bankS- in ou,t.- sample intrOduced speci"l publications _af
ter the' adoption of IT, to infor~ the pub~ic on ir;tflati_on and 111onetary ~?hey 
issues. In spite __ of, the_ (slight) d~ffer_~nces !,11_ the titles - so,me are calle~ u;fla~ 
tion • wd other- 'mouetary policy" reports - the structur~_ of _thes.e p_ubhcat10nS 
:iS ·~ery sim~l;Ir, ~nd inc_l_ude.~ -~~ followin~ ?oint~_::. _ _- ;> , , _ . ; • . 

,.;,_ a discussiqn of r_ecent mo~~tary pqhcy dec1sw~s, an~ thetr _JU$tif1cat1on m 
the light ofthe inflatic;m targ_E:ts;l. . . . · 

,.... ;111, overview of re~n,t developments m mflatlon; . 
- a review of the 1;_rends, fen: real and financial variables rel~vant. tO ;future m-

flation; _ _ _ - -. 
::-' an inflation outlook ap.d ~t$, _implications for monetary pol~cy; . 
..:.. 'technical Qoxes'; where specific questions related tq the tmplementatwn 

of policy or the aqalysis 9~_-economic indicators are, di_g(:.us~e_d,, 

1 The Bank of England's Report did not include any discussion on monetary J?Ol
icy decisions prior to May 1997, because in the UK the ChanceJlor was responsible 
for monetary policy, not the Bank: Since May 1997, the Inflatwn Report has come 
into line with those elsewhere on this front. 
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Giv~p. that the repo~t$. ~e usually difecttd tQ the general publici -discussioris 
i11,_ the_ main te;x:t are generally kept at a non-technical level, ~nd almost all data is 
presented in cha_t:tS, wit;h very few- Tables.2·Ueeper and more technical analyses are 
confined to the 'technical boxes'. Only the RBNZ's and the );lank of England's re
porl;$, incl_ud!! qu~D.tified it;tflation for(!ca~ts, _For the others_ the inflation outlook 
qnJy_ im:\udes_ the discussiOn of future tr:ends, 

2 The only exception is the Banco de Espaiia's Report, that includes a statistical 
annex. 

The public must know what policy actions the central bank is 
taking in order to have an impact on credibility, and they need to un
derstand and believe those actions to be the appropriate ones to 
achieve the target. In order to achieve these goals, the central bank 
may use a set of different communication channels. First, a central 
bank can immediately and fully disclose policy changes, and the rea
sons for the change, through press releases issued at the precise mo
ment the measures are taken. This is particularly important in those 
countries where there is no administratively set interest rate, and the 
central bank acts mainly through intervention in money markets. For 
instance, the Reserve Bank of Australia immediately announces, 
through press releases, any change in its operational target range for 
the money market rate, instead of just signalling it through market in
terventions, as happened previously. The disclosure of this informa
tion reduces uncertainty about current policy, and may contribute to 
reduce instability in financial markets, besides allowing agents to 
form a more informed view of future inflation prospects. Even in the 
countries where the nature of the policy instrument implies an im
mediate disclosure of the change, the accompanying press release has 
an important role in explaining the reasons for the move. For in
stance, in the UK, changes in the main instrument, the money market 
dealings rate, have to be immediately disclosed, since it is an adminis
tratively set rate. Nevertheless, the press release is important because 
it explains in some detail the reason for the change, and this justifica
tion may contribute to persuade the agents that the move is consistent 
with the inflation target, thus strengthening the credibility of the 
monetary policy. 

Another channel central banks may use to improve the credibil
ity of their policy is regular monetary policy and inflation reports. 
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These reports could take the form of a separate publication or they 
could be included in regular central bank bulletins. Most central 
banks in our sample (6 out of 7) preferred to introduce a separate pub· 
lication, probably thinking that it would have a stronger impact on 
agents' expectations, because a separate publication will receive more 
attention from the media than a bulletin article. The structure of 
these reports is also described on Box H. Thro~gh th~se rep?rts, ~he 
public can monitor and evaluate _monetary pol~cy With an u;'flatwn 
target. In some countries (e.g. Spam) ~he report iS s~?t to Parhament, 
increasing the transparency and political accou~tabihty of the c~ntral 
bank activities. The main role of the reports iS to make pubhc the 
central bank's inflation outlook and explain how this outlook was 
formed. The reports may also be used to provide a detailed justifica
tion of current monetary policy actions, and explain why these ac
tions are consistent with the inflation target. Finally, the reports may 
be used to educate the public on the problems involved in the execu
tion of monetary policy, and the importance of price stability. 

We would expect, in a situation where the public t) believe the 
central bank's implicit objectives coincide with the inflation target, 
it) believe the model the central bank is using is adequate, and 
iit) believe all available information is being used by th~ central ban~, 
that the report would have a major impact on expectattons. In fact, m 
the ideal situation described above, there is no reason why agents 
would not take official forecasts as their own inflation expectations. 
However, that is not what we observe, as we will see below, when we 
discuss the quality of official forecasts and their impact on expecta
tions which suggests that the public suspects that the central bank's 
'secr~t' objectives are different from the IT, or is sceptical about the 
technical abilities of the central bank's staff, or believes that the cen
tral bank has some private information that they are not disclosing. 

The information disclosed in press releases and inflation reports 
·may be complemented by regular speeches by the Governor a~d 
other senior officials. These speeches may play an important role m 
explaining policy decisions, or the importance of price stability, sp~
cially because they can address the particular concerns of specific 
audiences. For instance, the Governor of the RBNZ explamed the 
implications of New Zealand's new policy framework to exchange 
rate developments in a speech delivered to the Auckland Manufactur
ers' Association, whose members had been expressing some concern 
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about the need to have a 'favourable' exchange rate (Brash 1992). This 
s~rategy has been pursued by some central banks in our sample (spe
Cially the RBNZ), who have increased significantly the number of 
contacts of central bank senior officials with the public, since the 
adoption ofiT. 

.. All this information disclosure improves, by itself, the account
abihty of the central bank. But democratic acco\lntability could be 
en~anced by re~ular c.ontac~s. with Parliament and government. Being 
obl~g~d to explam their pohcies to democratically elected powers is an 
addltwnal source of pressure that forces central banks to stick to tar
gets, especially if penalties could be imposed on the central bank's 
Governor if the policy is not consistent with the IT. This is the case 
in New Zealand, where the Governor can be dismissed if targets are 
not met, and .infl~tion_outcomes are closely monitored. When in June 
1995 U)lderlymg mflatwn overshot the target by 0.2 percentage points 
(and again .in March 19~6, when .the tar?et was overshot by 0.1 per
centage pomts), the Mmister of Fmance immediately called for an of
ficial report on the performance of the Governor from the non
executive Directors at the RBNZ Board. 

Finally, communication channels can be powerful policy in
strume?ts: In ~ert~n ca~es the communication of future develop
ments m mflatwn iS an mstrument of monetary policy in itself. In 
Ne:W Zealand, for example, the financial markets almost invariably 
dehver the necessary monetary conditions as a reaction to central 
bank comments on inflation outlook. These comments are the in
strument the RBNZ has used most frequently; the settlement cash in
strument was used only 3 times since 1991.54 In the UK, the Bank of 
England comments on the inflation outlook may have had the effect 
of ~utting pressure on the Chancellor, who prior to June 1997, had to 
decide on interest rate changes. 55 In so far as financial markets believe 

54 Mayes and Riches (1996, p. 8). 
• ~5 It has been argued by some commentators (for example, Svensson 1996), that 

th1s lS why the Bank of England's Inflation Report is, by far, the more detailed of all 
the r~ports. ~lth?u&~ all the reports have similar structures, the detail of information 
provided vanes s1gmflcantly, w1th some (e.g. Canada and New Zealand) relying more 
?n non-technical.text and c~arts (with very few Tables), and others (e.g. UK) provid
mg a more techmca~ analr:s1s and lar&e. amount of data. It could be argued this was a 
cor;sequen~e of the mcentryes for wntmg the Report, with the former being directed 
a~ mfluencmg_ the expectatiOns of the non-expert general public and the latter being 
directed at influencing the Chancellor. 
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that central banks are truly committed to their ITs, they can work 
out for themselves (using their own models) what interest rate ad
justments may be necessary to meet the target, and hence shift the 
term structure of (forward) rates to reflect that view. Consequently 
monetary policy may seem to become more "boring" as policy ad
justments more often validate prior expectations. 

As King (1997, p. 440) stated, 

"A transparent monetary policy implies that announcements of 
changes in interest rates by the MPC might come as rather little sur
prise. The news would not be in the outcome of the meetings of the 
MPC, but in the economics statistics published during the month. 
Markets would be able to anticipate the likely reaction of the MPC, 
and the decisions by the MPC would follow a predictable policy reac
tion function. In contrast, an opaque monetary policy means that the 
news is the outcome of the deliberations of the MPC and not devel
opments in the economy. In the extreme case, when monetary policy 
decisions were random, news about the economy would have rather 
little impact on short-term market interest rates, and more of the 
news would come from the monetary meeting itself. It is of course 
tempting for central banks to make their own meetings the main 
story. But transparency should lead to policy being predictable. It is 
all part of the view that a successful central bank should be boring, a 
referee whose success is judged by how little his decisions intrude into 
the game itself. 

Some recent work by Andrew Haldane and Victoria Read at the 
Bank of England (1997) suggests that there is some evidence that 
boredom is starting to set in. They examined the extent to which 
forward market interest rates at different points of the yield curve 
jumped in response to changes in official interest rates. In the limiting 
case of perfect transparency, where the authorities' reaction function 
is known with complete certainty, market rates would not respond to 
changes in official interest rates. There would be no news in official 
interest rate announcements. 

Over the same period January 1985 to March 1997, Haldane and 
Read found that changes in forward interest rates along the entire 
yield curve were systematically related to changes in official interest 
rates. But the average response of market rates to changes in official 
interest rates has fallen significantly since 1992. The introduction of 
the inflation-targeting framework appears to have made British mone
tary policy less exciting- and a good thing too". 
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In general, if communication succeeds in shaping agents' expec
tations, it will give an important contribution to the final objective of 
controlling inflation, since inflation expectations play a key role in in
flation developments. But agents will only be convinced if the quality 
of the information is high, and the central bank is credible. The qual
ity of central bank forecasts and the credibility of monetary policy are 
the topics of the following Sections. 

3. Inflation forecasting and controllability 

The IT framework implies that an (explicit or implicit) inflation fore
cast is the intermediate target of policy. Svensson (1996, pp. 14-15) ar
gues that the inflation forecast is an ideal intermediate target because 
it possesses a number of desirable characteristics (see also Haldane, 
Batini and Whitley 1998): 

- the inflation forecast is the variable that has the highest cor
relation with the policy objective (future inflation); 

- the inflation forecast is controllable through changes in 
monetary conditions (and it is even more controllable than future in
flation itsel~; 

-the inflation forecast is easy to observe (and easier to observe 
than future inflation). 

Inflation forecasts have these characteristics virtually by defini
tion, and we are not going to discuss whether inflation forecasts are 
better intermediate targets than other possible alternative intermedi
ate target. In this Section, we investigate whether inflation forecasts 
are intermediate targets good enough to deliver the policy outcomes 
implicit in the design of the IT. The fact that inflation forecasts have 
the highest correlation with future inflation certainly does not imply 
that this correlation is 1, and not even that it is high enough to be 
consistent with staying within the target range. Inflation forecasts are 
not precise, and in Subsection 3.1 we discuss whether they are suffi
ciently accurate as a guide to future outcomes to serve as an interme
diate target in a policy directed at keeping inflation inside a narrow 
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range. Not only are inflation forecasts inaccurate, but uncertainties 
about the timing and strength of monetary policy actions together 
with other limitations on their unfettered use imply that such actions 
cannot generally be taken to bring such forecasts back to their desired 
central level wisely and quickly, i.e. that inflation forecasts, as well as 
current inflation, cannot be precisely controlled. These facts, as well 
as late shocks affecting inflation after it is too late for monetary policy 
to be sensibly used to offset them, given the lengthy lags in their 
normal operation, will cause inflation outcomes to deviate from any 
pre-set target, and in Subsection 3.2 we discuss whether monetary pol
icy may be expected to keep inflation inside a 2-3 percentage point 
wide band. Finally, in Subsection 3.3 we compare the inflation per
formance of IT countries with non-IT countries, to assess whether the 
IT framework has delivered superior outcomes. 

3.1. Forecasting record 

Inflation forecasts are central to the IT framework: as described in 
Subsection 2.3, the policy rule is defined in terms of an inflation fore
cast. Thus, an efficient IT policy framework demands good inflation 
forecasts, i.e. forecasts implying low forecast errors. In Box I, the 
quality of the forecasts made by some of the central banks in our 
sample is analysed. The results suggest that in the past forecast errors 
were large, relative to the width of IT bands. The average MSE for 
forecasts 4 quarters ahead has been larger than 0.5 percentage points 
in the countries analysed in Box I. This suggests that the probability 
of the targets being missed is quite high, even if the forecast is kept 
always at the mid-point of the band, if the forecasting accuracy does 
not improve. Also, central banks tended to overestimate or under
estimate inflation for quite long periods. Nevertheless, there are some 
encouraging signs. The quality of the forecasts seems to be improving 
over time, which could suggest that the initial errors were the result 
of a period of learning of how to operate in a new framework, and 
that in time forecasts may achieve an improved level of accuracy. 
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~~s~:i!l A~$tr~\la,igveri!Jiperl~d'i9s594, Stevens an,lilelJelle. {<995, p, • 89). adjust 
th~ inflatio,q: outc?m~~ fq_r:lr~-~ff~~t_s_ of policy_ changes; \ISing theirdata~ an~lcom
paring th~m:~~ith,-_offida_l-·£9te~asts; one _~til) -gets MAE_?£ around 1.~ percentage 
pointS;-_ver~JJS 1.~ per,q!_ntage pqin~s_ Pefore the adjustmen~, S~con<:l, evidence pt:O
.vided .in the l'ehruaq 199(> I\auk of ,Enghnd's Inflation Repor' suggests private 
foxeca$t$ tend ~? __ be_no_bet~_~r __ Or ~yen·wor~e than the_ Bank's {oreca~l?r Data fro~_ 
th~ RBN:Z aJsq _s~ggest-tha"t_ i_q _Ne~, Ze~)alld for~casts from the Priy;n:e sector ~re 
flo better_th~_n ~he; Bank'_S; Styv€_n$:·And Debelk's _data provid_t:! s~m.Uar_ ~vid(mce:_ th(i_ 
official fq~eca,$tS i~ -_Australia_ h~v~-NlAE that ~te roughly_ -~qual to the _qqes of pri~ 
v_a:te __ £grec<l~ts (a:rqund hS, pe{~ep_tag~ p~i_~~)i Private _forecast,$: ~hmlid_ rJ.9t_ have_ th~ 
~dj_a_~b~c:k of assutpin~ __ unc4-~ng_~q __ p:Qlki~,si and_ the_ ~rro_r$ ;11: tht;i_r· fO~~~~s_ts be
t~\>~!1 as ~yi4~!'<0~ of~h~\!!llit~lill~pf cur:;ent forecasting !J'Chnpl~gYi 

Forecasting inflation several quarters in advance is difficult. 
Central banks recognise that, either in their words (e.g. King 1996, 
p. 5) or their actions, since they do not apply the inflation target rule 
blindly and mechanically. As we have seen above, in practice there is 
not always a clear distinction between a discretionary policy and IT, 
since policy decisions are not based exclusively on inflation forecasts. 
The forecasting record of some of the central banks so far suggests 
that it is prudent to do so. In particular, the Bank of England empha
sizes the probability distribution (in its now famous fan-chart) of its 
forecast for inflation and refuses to provide a single point estimate. 
Also note that the MPC tries to assess the varying balance of risk, so 
that the probability distribution is generally skewed, which has the 
consequence that the mean, median and mode of the probability dis
tribution all differ from each other. 

3.2. Inflation controllability 

Before the adoption of IT, the general opmwn was that inflation 
could not be controlled easily or precisely, and the initial comments 
on the adoption of IT reflected this view. This was also the view 
among the central banks that adopted this framework, and this was 
reflected on the adoption of ranges, instead of point targets, and on 
some clauses that determine the targets should not be met at every 
moment but should only hold on average. Past behaviour of inflation 
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and simulation studies justified such caution and suggested that even 2 
percentage points bands might well be too narrow." 

. Bo~ J describes _ou~ efforts at assessing central bank' experiences 
wah se~tl?~ at;d achtevmg such targets. It is still too early to make 
any defm!tlve JUdgements, given the short experience in most of the 
countries, but the results so far suggest that the target ranges have 
been set too narrowly (see Table J.l in Box]). In New Zealand and 
Canada, the countries where IT was first introduced, headline CPI 
(the formal target) was outside the set target range for almost 50% of 
the quarters. In Canada, all the target misses consisted of undershoot
ing the transition path, and do not relate to the 'final' target. In New 
Zealan~, most of the deviations from target can be explained by the 
e~emptwn caveat~ or ~n unexpectedly early success in reducing infla
twn, that caused mflatwn to undershoot the 'transition' targets. Still, 
everi if the Bank of Canada and RBNZ can claim that they were suc
cessful in reducing inflation even faster than expected, these results 
raise two questions. First, although the results for New Zealand im
prove if we use underlying inflation, i.e. a measure of inflation that 
c_ontrols for all the caveats in the Policy Target Agreement, it is ques
twnable whether we should use this measure when analysing the con
trollability of the IT. After all, the target is set in terms of headline 
CPI, and that measure of inflation was significantly outside the target 
for s~veral quarters. If underlying inflation is the target, de Jacto,57 

then It would probably be better, from the point of view of credibil
ity, to set the formal target in terms of the underlying inflation index. 
Seco_nd, _whil~ it c:m reasonably be_ argued that, given the prior history 
of h1gh mflauon m the countnes m our sample, an undershooting of 
the transition path was a good outcome, not a bad one, from the 
point of view of controllability, this is still a sign that inflation was not 
accurately forecast, and hence easily controllable. If the central banks 
could have accurately forecast inflation, then they would have set a 

56 Freedman (1995a) p. 27) notes that empirical work undertaken at the Bank of 
Canada at the time of the IT adoption sUggested bands wider than 2 percentage points 
should be used. Simulations for Australia (Stevens and Debelle 1995) and the UK 
(Haldane and Salmon 1995) also suggest that the optimal band width should be higher 
than the one adopted. 

57 As officials in the RBNZ claim it to be, and as it seems to be accepted by the 
public in New Zealand. 
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steeper transition path, compatible with what they thought was the 
desirable outcome for inflation. 58 

,}),!> ~ BoxJ · 

.,.·. s <v~r.N.!'~.1:noN TARGET~ ANI:! INl'L4r'ol'!ouTc:gMEs 
'·~ ',, ~ 

;r;;: th~~-_'j~*~-~ctiij:i&:'¥$-Ses~J: fr~ni the:'·:~~p:~;T~~~~-- Pf~h~--'beiitt_~1 ba~s i-11-'oJr 
ple,Jww ~9n)tol!<1bl~. mfla;wn ts, lly ~omp~,n11~ !he ~rgets tha\ they ha~ . . 

_ th~jp,fljtt_lOA-Qptc;omc::s_\~rhe purpqs~-J?f th~~ e~_exc·s~-f~Yl we~S\11"~ hqw_ easy Jt lS 
_fp_r __ ~-- j:;(lt~t-~~1_ ba~k to !:;;_t __ ~ farg7t ~nd ac __ hi~~S1 it; Nld l1Pt ~_o_ __ J?l.e¥ur~ :~4~ suc5e_s_s pf 

~':~~~~Ilt~~i¥4~fJo~r~~\l;xt~J!ti~i(~\!e'1~;i3:~)c~'i0ie~'::~~~u~~et!;. 
till9. J~Us_:_ri}jS~i_gg th~ t,~rg~t-in'_ One; qll¥te(-40$!~ _nOt- c:gn,stJ.Jut~\ ~ f~1lure:- S~c<;uul1 
heq~y.se,,~o~<:Jarg{:tS_fl.Fr nqt pr_e9se __ ~n()yg~ -~o_,dYl;7ftpll\e o_~le~v~l;;,if ~ _gtve~
outcoll}(!,~$)\ :sy~_~e§S; ,we had_tQ :make_ :sprne ~S:SllJll_ptlo:m_ tb-!1~ may be_ que_~oned~> 
_gm<tUyy ~-cb,i!sf.Soxjl~- i:>f;;-th~, r~~11!~:s- inclw:l(_~_tf_<l~~i.ti~Jl z~~ets! __ :tP.a:_ -~ay ~~ave:_<\ 
-~~-_f:,zn4-~~ -~~;~~~}_~J~4~~, t<"?: th~:< {g1al_ ~-~-+-~7~-~,\~:~::: 55,::5 -:< ~-----~ 

1 For example, the Bank of Canada recognizes that the role of monetary policr is 
not to keep inflation permanently inside the target range, but to ensure that mflat1on 
returns to the range if some shock pushes it outside. Other targets (e.g. New Zealan~) 
are meant to hold at all times. For the UK, King {1997, p. 441) noted that "The MPC 1S 

required to send an open letter to the Chancellor if inflatic;m is mo_re th~ 1 per~e~t~e 
point on either side of the target of 2.5°~o. Giv.en pas~ expenence of mflauo~ volatility, tt 
is likely, even allowing for the change m poli~y. regune, .t~at ~e MPC: ~1~ have many 
opportunities to restore the lost art of letter-wnung to Bnttsh lif~. ~nd 1t 1S unportant to 
stress that avoiding the need to write such a letter is not the obJective of monetary pol~ 
icy. The inflation target is not a range of 1.5% to 3.5°(o, it is a t~get of ~.5% on a';'erage. 
Indeed, one of the main purposes of the op.en le~ers ts to explrun why, ~some crrcurn
stances it would be wrong to try to bring inflauon back to target too qmcldy. In other 
words,'the MPC will be forced to reveal in public its proposed reaction to large shocks". 

2 The first assumption refers to the definition of the ~ank of Finland:s IT: it ~s 
not obvious what should be considered as 'around 2%'. GIVen that the pomt of thts 
Box is to assess how easy it is to meet a range target of the usual2-3% width, for Ta
ble J.1 we assumed the Bank of Finland had a 2% ± 1.5% target. The ~anco de Espaiia 
set 'transition targets' for 'early 1996' (which we took to mean the ftrst quarter aver
age), and upper references of 3% for the 'opening months of 1997' (assumed to be the 
first quarter) and 2.5% 'at the end of 1997' (assumed to be the fo~th quaner). For the 
1997 targets, the width of the band was assm_ned to be 2%. Fmally, .the ~~z set 
'transition targets' that were changed several ttmes, and only refer to inflatton m the 
4th quarter ot 1990, 1991 and 1992. The assumptions regarding the change of targets 
are described in footnote 45, and the targets for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd quarters of 1991 
and 1992 assume a steady downward path for inflation. 

58 A related question is whether reactions to a breach in a final target ra.nge 
should be symmetrical. Will governments and public tend to accept undershootmg, 
but not overshooting, of the target? In terms of final targets we ~~ not have much 
evidence so far, but the reaction to the undershooting of the trans1t1on paths suggest 
that this is a possibility. 
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i;c£ The ~»~rJsei~this hoxq$esqu~e:l~ data, from the first q\l<l~er oft988 to 
th~ third quarter of+m,fgr the headline ang underlying (where available) CPO 
Figure J.\ plots these, data as well as, the inflation targets adopted by each central 
,l>ank. The thick. solid , line. reJ;lresellts . inflation nkasured • by the i11dex officially 
l<ill;eted,_ the _thin ~ashecllin~_repr{!sents,the other meas\lf~:ofinfJ~tioll,_:~!ld the 
_hw:·izon~al dotte9lines repre§e~t_the_ t~rget liinits_. - - _ ,:·-·: ___ -- --·:; 
· -- _The chart_s ln Figure J .1 .show that in most cases inflation was dos·e: t_o ihe tar~ 
g_et, although in some quarters it did nqt fall insic!e the target rang¢. Table J.1 
q~nJifi~s tl).e ~_t1~ber _Of <luarter:$; the t~get$ ha,v~ been in for_c~ _up to 1997:31 and 
iD; how rilany __ p{_!ho,.s_~ tb-e._ ~-tg~~ b<l,Vf,} beep. missed. We interl?ret the __ -tesults in 
Tabl~-J~l a~_ ~viden,Ge-_that_ th~ \m~.t:'Jainty sur.tounding inflation forecastin~ and 
-~he ~JfeGts _ oJ mon~tary policy_ malu;s. it diffi_cult to set a, 2 percentage points target 
X<!ng:e ~d achiev~ h~·OUly ill_ Sp~m inflation )Vas inside the band evexy-quarter1 

bl!tith_§ ill!Jlll:mr of__obs,e-tyation~i$'_§fl!alt.)v.lpre- dat_a_ ;rre av~ilable fO.r: the UK, 
Wh~re_ tb-e t3.rge_ts_-~~ve ~lmost aJWay'$_l;>een 11let~ but_there the_ width of the_ band 
W:<li ~- p~rc~,niag~- point%_ until -1?97~1!4_ lAc .!\JlStr~lia, Canada;- N<:w Zealand and 
Sweden;_ the ba1_1cl s_~en}s _ 1:9_ ~e _ ~O_o: _nafrow i sine~ in£laJioiJ: _Wf!.S pQ_tside t~_e;_ range 
alnl?sl Pelf P[!IIe quartfr~: .. > · · · · · · · · 

!.-
.. 

3 The headline inflation data corresponds to the series "Annual changes for con~ 
sumer prices" from the International Financial Statistics. The underlying inflation se
ries for Australia, Canada and New Zealand were provided by the respective central 
banks. The 'RPIX' series for the UK was obtained from Datastream, and for Finland 
underlying inflation is the series "Indicator of underlying inflation (1990= 100)", pub
lished in the Bank of Finland Bulletin. Except for Australia and New Zealand, where 
the inflation data is released quarterly, the quarterly inflation was computed as the 
average of the monthly inflation rates. 

4 In the UK the only observed miss was marginal, and occurred in the only quar
ter when the band width was 1.5%. This happened in 1997:2, the quarter correspond~ 
ing to the end of the previous Parliament, when inflation should be below 2.5%) ac
cording to the initial IT. It turned out that average inflation for the quarter was 
2.56%. 
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-When analySing r11ble J)~ it_-mw;t_ be ~k.~n illto Consideration'\hat in-At,wtralii the 
targets <;tre $P-ppose_d to hold on average. The ·average underlying ~nflatioil for the 
p~riod 1993:1 to 1997:3 in Austr~lia wa,s 2.3°/g~ which means that so far the Reserve 
B~nk o{ Australi'\ has b~~n meetwg their t'!rg~t. Also, the Bank of .Finland did not 
hftve an-expllc;it 9<\fld. Alth(;mgh the inflation outcomes would be olltside <\ ~1 per~ 
centage p~int~ b~nd, it is a matter pf jlldgement whether inflation outcomes in 
Finla.Ud were 'at:ound 2%'.- Anyhowt- the rnean absolute deviation from the 2% 
tatget, fo~ the p~riod Ql1995 to Q4 199~ was .2.0 percentage poiuts, which we ip; 
~~fpr~~,- <J,$ evid~t;t~<} ~$~flPO,rtin~-< our :_d_.Um __ that _;1;1 percentage ,PP~PJ;_ b:md.f: ar<! _ tqp 
narrow,,' _.-_- "-':---, _- ::_- -;"_-:- '------,' .>--_ '-' ,':'_:_,-:·---->'-, 

<:,:)~ __ ':-I~, New- Z~aland alld in Cwada1 the inflatic~m target ls defined it+_ teipls 6£ the 
h~adlin~ C:F'I, but with soPle cayf!ats, so that_ in practice the target is_ COI}sideied t·o 
be~- l!I(,(asure of uncJerlying·tnflatipn that extraCt$ the influence of the caveat~ fro!ll, 
h~adlirie in:(lation. __ psing these. ~ndice$ of ,un<ferlying inflatio_n~_ th~- likelihood_ of 

pt:e~set targets in~_rea,~e$~ as_,desc~tl?_ed ~J'able J;2. - -- _ -

2& 11 

· _ 'Even- if _We coris~der th~- e;xcepiiori~ -~-_Table }.2, the tii~elihood ·of ·Centraf 
banks meeting their targets is_ still relatively low. The countries with the longest 
record. of tar~ets1 Can;1d4 and New Zealand, haye misse:d them for a significant 
number of quarters, Th,e only promising feat\ll'e of the_ evidence in this Box is that 
PlQSt ()f t_he misses- occurre_Q in tlte traJ;J.siti9.P. period. If we consider only ~-e 'final' 
~argets,_ t4e r~sults improve· in particular in dte case _.of Canacla, where_ all the 
ITJ-is_ses o.;:curre<J itt the transition period. However, in terms of 'final! targets_ th_e 
~vid,ence i_s _even more sq_rce~ 5 and no strong conclusions caq Pf! drawn~ 

5 'Final' targets are the ones which correspond to the definition of 'a low and 
stable level of inflation' for each central bank. 'Final' targets are defined in opposition 
to 'transition' targets, which set a downward path for inflation. This does not mean 
that 'final' targets cannot be changed; in New Zealand and Canada, the current 'final' 
targets only apply until1998. These 'final' targets have been in force in New Zealand, 
since the first quarter of 1993 {19 data points available), in Finland and Sweden, since 
the first quarter of 1995 (11 data points available), in Canada since the fourth quarter 
of 1995 (8 data points available) and in the UK since the second quarter of 1997 {2 
data points available). The Australian target is in force since 1993 (19 quarters), but if 
we take the target to be the average inflation, then only 1 data point is availabfe. 
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The results for some of the other countries (Australia, Spain and 
the UK) were more encouraging, with the targets being met so far (see 
Box ]).59 The fact that the targets in Australia and the UK (initially) 
were less ambitious (wider bands or average inflation) might have 
helped their better performance. Anyhow, even if the data are not 
rich enough to allow for definitive judgements, two conclusions may 
already be drawn. First, headline CPI is not as easily controllable as 
underlying CPI, a fact that puts into question the credibility of nar
row targets set in terms of this index. The impact on expectations of 
establishing a target and missing it half of the time, even if you can 
justify the deviations using the caveats, is probably less than the im
pact of a target set in terms of a less transparent but more controllable 
index of underlying inflation. Second, as is obvious, even underlying 
inflation cannot be controlled perfectly, and some of the central 
banks in our sample have already missed the target for some quarters. 

3.3. Inflation performance in IT and non-IT countries 

If we accept the view that, given the prior history of high inflation in 
most of our sample, for many of the central banks it was more impor
tant to reduce inflation than to keep it inside a narrow range, the per
formance of the central banks in our sample could then be described 
as good. Average inflation after the adoption of IT was 2.3%, against 
6.0% in the period between 1987 and the adoption of IT (see Box K). 
The average standard deviation was also lower (1.2% against 2.4%), al
though the decrease in variability of inflation is due to the lower lev
els of inflation (the coefficient of variation has increased fJ"Om 0.37 to 
0.58). 

However, inflation performance in IT countries benefited from 
favourable international conditions. Box K reports the inflation out
comes in selected OECD countries compared to the outcomes in our 
sample. The results are very similar for IT and non-IT countries. The 

59 The only missed observed in the UK was marginal. In Australia the target does 
not have to hold at all quarters, only on average, so formally there was not a failure 
to meet the target, although inflation was outside the target range for more than a 
third of the quarters. In Finland, the target does not define explicit bands, so one 
cannot claim it was missed, although the deviations from the 2% target are larger 
than would be compatible with a band 3 percentage points wide. 
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fall in the levels and variability of inflation can be observed in all con
trol groups. The only difference relates to the coefficient of variation, 
that increased significantly more in the IT countries than in the non
IT countries. The fact that relative variability increased in the IT but 
not in the non-IT countries could mean that IT causes inflation to be
come more unstable in the short term. In order to keep inflation in
side a narrow range, IT central banks may have to seek constantly to 
pull it up and down, whether non-IT central banks may let inflation 
drift. Perhaps, the target instability that was observed in money and 
exchange rate targets may also apply to IT. 

Qri~~rl:/~ci'~~~t:J;~i~~--~p~~i~t{d~t:i _ _ St4tifticS 
f9t::Jhff QECD ~ov.P_t~;e_¥ w_a¥S.u,g:d t9 y<;>mp~re_ the _inflation, per£ormaQc~ oJ _fT and 
IlRn~IT--:-·co_untri7~:;:lu prd$r_tP.-W~-ses~ tQ.~ impact_OJl inflatiQ!l pvrfonnanc~ q£ the 
~d6ptiq_n_;of IT,: ,"SV!'Lqq~p~~q oY_r:.[r ~ountries With-a_ .C9':11Xf?l group_ of similar 
nP~;JT_- ~-9ll11t,ri~s. __ :WJien:-;rp<\k~n~ ihi_~- type qf ~ompad~On$~ £W(;,_._JPain problems 
:ar:i~~. 'J:'he-£it$i J?fQble_~ is, the _choice of th~ periocl ov~r which th(} exerc~se iS going_ 

·.'t_q.b~ made. Sow,ewh<W_§J,J.Pje~yiydy~ we decided to rnAAe _the <;,omparisgno.v~r tWQ 

jets of periods, !98Q-89 'Ymll!, 1990·97 .a11d. before LT (sitJq;. 1987) versus after jT. 
~in~e.th~- fir$1;JT _Wa~- irit~941lc_~d i!;l_ 1990, the fir&t periodicity_ ~ompar~s t_he- 80s, _i\ 

\ie.~adewhen the wpr!d rud gotlwow ~T, wi.th the 90s, the decgge oflT; The sep
-\md -~eriodicity_ tri~~ tO ~omp~ti the inflation perfoimanJ;e of each ~guptry (ill a 
s_);J._qrt~t period) _befo.r~and a~_er I't:. Since four of the conntrie_~ ~- O'-Jr sample in~ 
trod!l~ecl IT near the end, of 19.92, for the non-IT countries the period before IT 
wapaken to be 1987-.92 aq~ the per!oc!;rlter IT,l99H7.1 

. •••. . ... · .. ''· .. 

<:-)::-';:/fh~ s~con4:_qtf~~iOJ;h_+h~: c;hoice of a cOffiparable gr()Up_, i~ j},w_ays _problem-ad~ 
_g~u:_~ _order to; obt~in,_ ~ore ·roblJ~~ re~ults,_ we chose tq seks~Jo~r (Ov~r~pp_ing;) 
£gn~tql group.$1_ according_ to 4#fereil.t; .qiteria! as follows~ __ _ 

Group !: the countrie.s wh~r~ ~ierage inilation for tl1e peJ"i~q !980.89 was 
· withiq the )"an~~ of ave}:age inflation ill the IT count)"ies (6.5·U,9%): 

P-enm,;trlt; Fra,o.cet·_:tfehmd1 ltaly aud N:orwa:yi this. i$ ·a ,group o£ 
_q)UJJ.tries o£ $hniJax infl~_t,ion ~xp~riel_lce~ in th~ SO:s~ 

_, -,- ,, --- -,~ '', 

····.uf<JUD 2· group :1, p!ns USA an<1 Portugal, the two col.lntdes. where average iu
flatiot~iu t.he perioq 19&0·89 was, respectively, iromeillately below 
and a1?9ve group 1; thi$_ group was <;hosen tQ give gr.Oup 1 th~_ same 
number of ~ountries (7) as i.n the I.T group, 

1 The data for 1997 does not include the fourth quarter. 
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a·gr6~r ·of coUntr_i~;:~h-~~~i·:·t~':',b~;_{}\·ll~ --S~me a~e~ag~ Inflation· i~_ the 
'p .. erio.d 19.87.-92···ast. he r:rcp. tin. trie.s be(ore IT (6.0.· %): Jtaly1Norwal:', 
- Portugal, Switzerland ~nd USA;- th~ reason for the cho1ce of this 
grqup_ is the sairJ_e <t$: _l,Q_ f?,~9~p--_J._,J>u1\aq:m:din~ tQ t4_e befo~e l.T v~_.r~ 
M 'lfl<r IT peri.od\c.ity. _ · 

_(;_fqUp 4: a groUp of 7ed~ntries thai f~~~~-si~iiar: economic en''ii9nments ~~ ~T: 
C9"!:W~r:ies;_ th,i$--group __ i~: ~9ptposed _()(Japan, liSA1 ~orway and 
l)enmark, FJ:<Ulce and P __ Qrt~gai, ~p.d Italy, that we subjectiv_ely chose 

- -'---~:i~-_:>~::< to b~-the dosest match,to_:Australia:: <=anada, ;ril).lapd and Swed,en, 
• %;',,:;. Srai"~PdNew _Zeala!).r\,,@dthelJl(.. .· 

---::/:·T~bi~,- K.l re1>Qits _the aYira-g·~' ihfl~tiQ~J~~~i. in e~cii q£ ih~ periO~- collSidei-edi 
{Qf"i~e,se !out.grpUps ~swell a~___tor O~LSfltppl~---'?f IT: countries. Alsp reported are t~ 
.$t~tl:St)c~_ for-.. ~w-q type.s' of tes~.· _Te~t r CQ1,1JI?~res the IT' gt:oup __ w_tth e_ach control 
!ltP1lp, w,!>erOthe null hypoth.,is,istbenhe control group and..the IT ~r~up have 
the sam_e'~_verage infl!ltion; Test 2 ~OtPJ?AK~~: the &roup ayerag~--1~ both. pe.n<;>ds,_ for 
a given- grqqpt ~tiel- the tl.P.ll b.ypRtlls:$h !~ ~~<l:t; t,b.e gr_~up average ~J: \h_e }:;aw_~. ~11. ~oW 
·pe!iP4~~~~:;;;:··--- ------ - -'--__ :·"_---------~:~;;::::~--: .. · -------- -- ------ --- -_-_- ------~>':;·:-_,.'>. -__ _ 

.... " ' j{.u,> .. •· c:j 'tA~LH!\,1 
'-"">----

CQ,4 -2.6 

The_''·d,~t~ i:n _ _Table K,l s4o.~s ·thf\f ~v~ra~e -i~Hatiop. ha~ falleq signifi¢ancl):-· i11 
th~: lT: q:iwnri~~r.'l:>ut it aho fell in tQe _ _. DO.tJ.:-lT: -~ownrie~~- 't4e resul~s __ for-: test;. 1 
shQW-'tlta.t -~v~rag~ ~irlhl~iOr! in_ IT cuurit]\i~t: is Jj.of sigriifiqtndy cliffere?t fr~ni._ any: 
q£th,~:Cqp.trol groups, either.bdor~ ___ or- __ ~ft~t:_t,h.e ~doption of IT~ Th~ mfl~J10n.e~M 
perieOce: ·of the: IT c:.oUu.tries seems 'to h~- ~h~:re.d .Qy all our- <;Qntr_ol groups, and 1t 1s 
!lOB specificity \>f the arlPp!ion pf IT. Wh~. ~nly da.ta. that might su~ges\ IT 7o!l'!
rrieS:_ at~ differ~.v..t· re,ff!rstptest :Z~-They_ ~tgmft<:?-n:c~ __ l~yel of th<+ faU m llfflatwn !S: 
geuer~Jly high_er tha!l fgr tbe contrgl gn;>ups, .bu! tb1.s.1S prgbably a wnsNuence of 
the f~.ct, _ _th!!l the J'f group-~~ mqr~ ~om,~gene~ll-~ ~~ the. control w:oup$;~ After 
realizm~ t:ha_t_ I'J:' did riOt have any S.lgmf!ca.Qt J-tpp~:ft tn the lev.el of mflatlQ~~-.we 
tes~~d. for diffet:e4ces. ;u inflation lllJC.e.rtain_ty,_- Ill~asured_ by the standard devtatJOA 
Pf'juarterly inflatipn. Tobie ~.2 report.nheresult.s of t)>gse \<SIS, 

2 The 90s' are compared with the 80s' and the 'after' with the 'before' IT. 
3 The standard deviation of inflation levels in the IT group is lower than in the 

control groups. The lower standard deyiatio~ i~_elies that any test to the average in· 
flation in the group will tend to have h1gher s1gmficance levels. 
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B:ere differen! IT md f1op'JTc~untdesi the'coef-
ficien~ _ _of __ _. ____ Co1.mJrie_s J,nor~ t:han _ _l_n_ all th~. <;ontrol 
,fitour,s; Altho\lgh ____ · .fe)J in absoly~ ter.t:ri~- in all gFoups, it in-
Ctea~~d in; relativ~ -term.~, was fylt mor~ significantly in the IT coun-
'U:jes·._:-This dj_ff~re!J.~ behaviqur if\__ two sets of countries ~Qulcl Qe a direct conse
qu~nc~ of !h,e adopti9n Q! IT< since IT eentral bank~ are ~rying til keep inflatipn 
inside a narrow .rmge, ther will.tend to force it up and dow!), more frequently 
that;~, __ the no,p.-IT c_().untrie_sr tli~t ar~ GQ.Q.tent tQ let inflatiq-9, drif~ _a,t_ld ov}y re<!<:t to 
large !Wifl~'· tlowev.er, thi~ coul4. else be a .small sample resul~, 11ot related to .IT 
l)do!)t)on, 1 • : < 

+The behaviour of the coefficient of variation in the individual countries sug
gests this result might be robust. Among IT countries, only in the UK did the coeffi
cient of variation decrease after the adoption of IT. Among the OECD countries, the 
coefficient of variation decreased in 7 out of the 17 non-IT OECD countries. 
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Even if the final results in terms of the fall in inflation were 
similar in the I'T and non-IT countries, this does not mean that the 
adoption of IT did not make a difference for the disinflation pro
cesses. Because the adoption of IT may generate expectations of lower 
future inflation, it might have facilitated the disinflation process, in
ducing faster and/ or less costly (in terms of increased unemployment 
or output lost) disinflations. In Box L we examine the disinflation epi
sodes in IT and some non-IT countries, since 1980, and measure the 
rate of disinflation and sacrifice ratios in each episode. 

The adoption of IT was associated with faster disinflation, at 
least relatively to disinflations in non-IT countries in the same period. 
It also seems that under IT the disinflation process is less costly, espe
cially in terms of output lost, although the evidence is less conclusive 
in this issue. Thus, although the OECD countries with high inflation 
in the 80s managed to reduce it in the 90s, whether they adopted IT 
or not, how they did it seems to depend on the monetary policy 
strategy. The adoption of IT might have helped the disinflation proc
ess. 

•····· 'i;C} JNFLATION, GROWTH ANI:> UNEMPLOYMENT 
. . .11'1 SELEC:TEP .C:OIJNTIUES . 

r~~tif~~~~rc~~~~~nn~~;::~i~~;;q~\~i~~s~~~~~~n~~~i~ ~hei~:~w~?~~ 
episode~,_ iti the 1:1eriod 19S1:1-1_997:l, in IT and non-_rr q:mntries~ :;md try tQ ~sses_s 
wh~the,r_dist,n.Hati_o~ \Ulder lT-_wa~ ~asiet- than before, and/ or easie-r_ than it}._ other 
qon ... ~I·T· ~Q4n···.·. tr·.··i.tJs.,.- by m ... ·.J~~~u.ring t~e .. _-sp~t:;.Q_ o.J d. i_s.i,nfl. ati9• n, and th_e_co~_t_S, itJ ¥i-ms O.f 
U4e-mployme_llt-<Mld output; growth in ea<;h episode. Apart from ihe cou11~ies in 
our _S<mJ-pk, we @_alysed disinflation~·in_~Jl:e 4- ·cont_rol groups conside-red in :Box K, 
and, the quartexly data for these _cquntr~~ wert{, qbtain~d, from the lnt(fmationat Fe'
nan<Y!l Statistics §IUd QECD Main f.wnp.mi< lm/icators and Quarterly Natior]41 A<· 
C04'!~~-I:Pisinfla,~iqn episodes we.fe ige_.Q-tified usi!lg a' methodolo&y_ similar_-ro aau 
(1994): e~<4 dislnflat.\on episode, is a period wh.en. 'trend' inflat10n falls sqbstan· 
-tially,_~ Jn ~a@_ it;lflati9n episode w~ ~;x:~ullin~}l: th-e, di§il;lflatio_n r~re-ancl th~ __ C_gst _ill 
tenns of \l.!l~W!'lo:VI)le!lt §IUd ontp\!t, ,:• .. •· · 

1 The inflation data are the yearly changes in consumer prices from the Interna
tional Financial Statistics, the unemployment data are OECD standardized unem
ployment rates, and the GDP data are OECD standardized GDP volume indices (ex
cept for New Zealand, which were obtained from Datastream). 

2 Trend' inflation is defined as a centred, nine-quarter moving average of actual 
inflation. To identify disinflation episodes, we identify 'peaks' and 'troughs' in trend 

i 
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Tl\e rate of disinflation )Vas 'pmputed ~s the averagefall i!l ;;,flation per quar
ter,::lneasured_ m:percentage points:; betweeri the quarter$ with the_ highest and the 
Jowest_inflatioq,_in· ~_ach episod({;, Table L.l summarizes th~ r~sqlt& for each IT 
country and for each of the fow control groups considered, for the whole 1981/97 
sa!)'lple and for 3 S\lbsamples,£oJ' the periods 1981-89 (80s), 1990-97 (90s) and !)iter 
the adoption qf!T (IT).'. ;Y ; : . · · 

TABLEL.l 

Rate of disinflatiOn (p.p./qrt) 

0.9 
I 0.6 

l QA 
2 J..S 
q O,J 

'l 0.7 0.5 

# 1.0 0.9 

0.9 0.6 
0.7 
0.8 

With f~W- ~tc:c:ept_igns, qne ,ep~od~ in the 80s ~nd ~A<)ther in the 90~ ivex~ iden- · 
tified. The speed_ of disinflation_ in the 90s episode is lqwer than in_ the 80s episode 
across all co-untries (except for Sweden) and groups. In -t;he ~Os: episode, the average 
speed of disi_nflation was similar in the IT and non-IT countries~ but in the 90s it 
was significantly higher, WIT countries, whatev(}r the control group used. If Wfla~ 
sume th.e 90s co:J;"respo.ud to__the period of IT, then it would seem that IT :was 1}.sso
ciated -with a higher rate_of disinflation. Boweyer~ note that for SOffi;e of the IT 
countries the. 90s episode oe<urred (or at least star;ed) i>efore the adoption of IT 
(although when we. take qnlx the period nncler IT t4e rewl\'i are no.t significantJx 
affected). · 

inflation: a 'peak' is a quarter in which trend inflation is higher than in the previous 
four and the following four quarters, and a 'trough' is defined by an analogous com
parison. A di~inflation episode is ~ny p~riod that starts at an inflation peak and ends 
at a trough w1th an yearly rate of mflauon at least 2 percentage points lower than the 
peak. See Ball (1994) for a justification of the procedure. 

3 R~sults for each individual episode and country are not presented here but may 
be obtamed from the authors. The episodes under IT are included in the 90s group. 
C?~ly fo: Aust.ralia, Canada, New ~ealand an~ Sweden can we identify a complete 
dismflauon ep1sode after IT. For Fmland, Spam and the UK the 90s episode ended 
under IT, but started before; in these cases, marked'#', the data for the 90s is for the 
whole episode, but the data for IT is just for the period after IT. 
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, : iSisihfJ,ad~~-~ prP9&sse~ _are U-s~allY- assbCi~;~~~{Wi~h' ;»t~~~.ses in ~¢rnplo)'m,~rit' 
:a~d lowe.r o._ utp. u. ' .. g. rowth. By .. contributing ~o _c._ reate lower.infl·a· t.i.on ex. pectations., 
the adoption of IT could help to reduce the unemployment and growth costs of 
disinflation~_For each of the inflation e,pis9d~s ide.Q.tified using th~ methodology 
above, we ~ornputed_sacrifice ratios i,n terms ofunem,Ployment and oqtput. t_'h~ 
ratio for unemploymen,t was computed as the increase m unerpployme11t (Liu) over
the decrease in inflation (-.-.111), _between_the_ quarters with th~ _highest and fow~st 
inflation ill_ each- ep)sode~ Output lost_ due to a disinflation episocle (A)_ was. com~_ 
puted as the diff~renc:e between poten#fll <1.1\d actual output growth over the sam.e 
per,~qd, with·pqtentialoutput growth: assumed. to ~orrespond tQ _:a yearly_·_ra~~ of 
grgwth. equal tO. the average over the _l'/~1~_?4 P.eriod, for e~chco\_\ntrr.,_ The sacri~ 
bee tauo. m _terms_· of output ~rowth_ IS the:; raJJ.o betw~e.g the ovtpllt lo51; (A) and 
rh~ g~Cr!!~~e. in- in{latioiJ, X"-4.n). T"bl~ L.~ SU!lllllarize_s_ ~e__n;:suJts tor the. sacrifice 
7ati?~ in· tern;ts of unempk>yment ~P~P~W,'trt}PJ' t~~::s_ame C9J; __ ~_trie_s, -~roup_s,,_~n-4_ 
p~nods used!n the pr~YW!!s Table .. '", <"'"".'' "" .>c · . ,, " " "" c., ,,. 

J ,<--->~-- In all countries (with the exc;eBt~OU Pf Qahada) and groups-th~- l)acrific_c:; rati.O~ 
~~-higher for the 90s:_epjs_ode. _Ip. t~rm~ of 'll.Q.~rnplqywent; _ilie lt c6untri;~s have 
ratios s_jmilar to group __ l! and !lb,oy_e t~e~otper- groups,_ either i~ the_.~Qs or in t~~ 
90~_. Ill. t~rrp_s· qf output,- the_ sacnftce· _ratfO IS lower Jll the l'l' c;ountnes_~_ Qut ,agam 

th ... i .. s }1·" ap. pe·n· s. -~n. b. oth pep.'ocl. '·.If .o .. p_e til. k .. e. __ s only- t.h.·e per:io. dun···d .. e· .. r !:f.', .iP:·S·t·ead. ,<Jf th~ 90,s the performance of the IT GOWJ.trjes improves; both ratio~- are l<nye_r th;m for 
anY other group. Signific'lnce_ te§!$ fQr. the di,fferem:e hetwee.u the av~rages _of the 
IT and the o. t ... her g.roUp .. s (n•9·t.pr.esen·t· e. d here") .. sho .. w. that the sacr·i ... fice r.atig in. terms. 
of o'utput (but llot in tefm:s Qt unemployment) iS significantlY lqy.rer Under IT than 
in any othe"r gr.oup._ Ho·w, ev. er., .'.h.ese .. results rely ... <substantiaJ.ly ·9·n. the data for Fin~ 
land and the UK where We epieypde under IT is just p;trt of a .larger episode that 
started in early 1990. If o,ne takes onlf the colJ-lltries with_ a complete e_pisode un
der IT1 then the sacrifice ratios ~re not significantly different for-the IT and other 
groups, ·although they- are still lower. Even if one takes all the gu~ifications into 
accou_nt1 _~e results-on_ T~le_ L.2t_although not _con_clusive; __ s.till suggest that t_hc:; 

, adoption of ~T mar _.have _lll~_de the disi1;1,flati9~ P:roce_ss.es ~oql~;"Yh~t)~_s_~- cps_tly~, ~s-
J?,~ct~llJf}Il: t~~~ms; <?,. _RYJ_p:ij,t growth,..l<t~t .. ·:::·.::::.·: _ Y._- --~~_:.- <-::0; __ -:,'_ .. :.-':::)- __ -::- . ___ -,:_;·_~:- ;<-:: 

TABLEL.2 

Unemplc;iyffient (.6.u/.:....6.7t:) 

80s 90s .IT" 81-97 80s 90s 

o.z 0 .. 6 Q,J 1.0 
0.4 0 .. 0 a:> o.l 
0.) 2.0 " Q,9 2.0 
0.1 O.J 0.2. cO.? 
0.4 1,4 Q.6 
0.0 O.> 
0.2 0.5 

0.2 0.7 
0.2 0,7 0,3 cO,! 
0.1 0.2 -0.1 
0.1 0.2 -0.1 

G4 0.1 0.2 -0.1 0.4 

! 
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To conclude this Section, we must ask whether inflation is con
trollable to the point that we can expect inflation targets, with a 2-3 
percentage points range, to be met if the central bank follows a sensi
ble policy. It is too early to reach a conclusion, but it seems that it is 
not possible to control headline inflation, precisely or quickly. It is 
probably possible to control, on average and over a period of time, 
some measure of underlying inflation60 within a reasonable range, but 
this might come at the cost of an increase in the short-term variability 
of inflation. If this lack of controllability is confirmed by future evi
dence, then the positive effects on the credibility of monetary policy 
that IT is hoped to have could even turn out to be of the opposite 
s1gn. 

4. Credibility of the inflation target 

One of the major objectives (if not the major) of the adoption of IT 
was to provide an anchor for inflation expectations. In this Section we 
try to evaluate if this objective was achieved, based on data from 
household and business surveys, financial markets and wage settle
ments. Again the lack of data prevents us from reaching definitive 
conclusions, but some tentative results can be extracted from the 
available information, although one must not forget that expectations 
are affected by an array of factors of which the monetary policy 
framework is just one; at the specific moment when IT was adopted, 
other factors (e.g. fiscal policy concerns or political instability) might 
have been affecting expectations in a way that would conceal any 
(eventual) impact of the IT adoption. Also, in some countries (e.g. 
Canada, New Zealand) price stability was seen as being the objective 
of monetary policy even before the central bank announced an ex
plicit IT, and this might have reduced the impact of the announce
ment. Nevertheless, in this latter case, since the aim of this paper is to 
discuss the effect of publicly announcing an explicit IT, the lack of an 
announcement effect is still a sign that IT, as such, does not have an 
impact on credibility, at least not more than doing what many coun-

60 This is something of a tautology, because the measure of underlying inflation 
is designed to include only the inflationary pressures monetary policy can control. 
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tries not included in our sample have done, that is adopting price sta
bility as tbe objective for monetary policy. 

4.1. Household and businesses surveys 

Results from different consumer and business surveys that covered in
flation expectations in the countries in our sample are reported in Box 
M. We could not identify any relation between the announcement of 
IT and inflation expectations. This suggests that the announcement of 
IT does not provide a credible anchor for inflation expectations: 
words without actions are not enough, as one would expect; it would 
be surprising to find that a central bank may earn credibility s_imply 
by setting a target. However, one would exp~~t that words wtth .ac
tions should have an impact, and tbat the abthty to follow a pohcy 
consistent witb the target would build credibility: after some years of 
low inflation and some track record of meeting the targets, these 
should become credible, and expected inflation should be inside the 
target range. The evidence on Box M suggests that the targets are in 
general credible, even though in some countries this only happened 
after several years of observed low inflation. 

)lox )VI 

HOUSJ;HOLDS AND BUSINESSES INFLATION EXPECTATIONS 

Ffgwe M.l plotS-data Of diffexe!li survey~- qf ~nflation expectat;io?s· The SlJ.fVeys 
are of two type~. In the first, used for the, non-European ~ountr_1~s and Sweden~ 
individuals ar~ askeQ which is the in:flatiqn rate they expec;t m the next 12 months. 
I~ the SeCond, used for Finland, Spain and the_ 1)K, individ~als a~e- asked if they 
expect future inflation1 to be higher or lower than current mflauon, and the re
sults presentee\ GOrres.J?ond ~Q 4he _ differe_nce between the n~g1ber of th~ twQ J:e-
spop.ses.2 -

1 In the next 3 months, for the business surveys, and in the next 12 months in the 
household surveys. 

2 The data sources and expectations series for Figure M.1 are: 
Australia: Westpac/IAESR inflation expectations survey (provided by Data· 

stream). 
Canada: Conference Board of Canada Quarterly Survey of Forecasters (pro

vided by the Bank of Canada); 
Finland: Consumer survey of Statistics Finland, Business survey. of t~e 

Confederation of Finnish Industry and Employers (pubhshed m 
Kuismanen and Spolander 1995). 

1 
I 
I 
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""'I'h~ v~rtic~ dashed line marks the tno~el)tpf the adoption.of IT an<l the 
hiJFizop,talc:lqnedHnesth_einflatiQntargets}- - _- ::·- __ >: _ > __ -

7'h~_ ~aill co_ncl_tlsion$ th\lt may be: _drawn fronl Figur~ M.l are that the «n· 
nquncifmetJt of IT cloes n,<?t s¢em to affect inflation ~xpectations and that in some 
ya_se~ househ9J4s <U:td businesses do· not find th~ targets fully (;ridihle. In: Australia_ 
expectatio~ were practically unchanged at about 4% from 1991 (before the. adop
tion·ofl'f) to 1_996, and only rec:ently they have started to converge-to the 2-3% 
targe.t._ J11: C~nada,_ the: data .correspon-ds to the expectations of professional fore:. 
casters, APt to_the expectation~ of the coPlPJ,Ol;l non-expert_household OJ;' business. 
Thes~ haye b~eti in~ ide th~ t\lrget rang~ most of the _time, a:p.d might_ have been af
£e~e4 by: the ?,nnQuncement. However, one· cannot tell whether this is a conse_::, 
quep_¢~ipf the -adoption· ?f IT or juS_t a good forecast of the actual _,inflation per
forffianC_e.4 In NeW- 2_ealand;ho~~ehold expectatiofl:~ are. _still above the 0-~% tar
get; 'fhe RBN~ $1!tVey,---whkh c:,:ovets_ ho~~eholds and businesses, tend~ tp __ show 
lower infl~ti9n e?Cpectatjons, -~Ut_ eyen those_ lie, uutside the targe~ r~nge for _s_ome 
peri<Jds. O.nlr )n Sweden do households seem to fipd the IT !'redible: since the"'" 
get w.a$ ;.J.d_opted~ hQJJ,seh_ol<f inflation expe?tation$ wer~_ always jnside the. !-3°/p tar
ge~- range: (lmt had been a._t_those: levels even before 11). liowever, :igitially the tar
~et wrur'tt<>t fully, c;;red_ible_ fpr industrjal- agents~ whose e:¥:pect~t\on~ tended to lie 
m~tsi,4e_:Jh~- target nro.ge until recently. __ Finally~' i'!Jthough the 4ata for Finlandt 
Spain_ and ~he UJS; _,is _more difficult to interpret, it shoWs_ that _inflation ~xpecr_a .. 
tipnS Were -11-9~.-significandY aff~_cted,by !he IT announ~ment. In the UK (and tp a 
sm<tller e:xtel;l.t--in F_in}apd) _there was even an i:qc;_reas:e· in inflation expectations? 
which .SuggeSt~ alsq ill these_ cojmtr.ie~ the targ:e1 ·aunoUnc;ement~_-:wer_e not 
£ully credible. · · 

NZ: Marketscope survey of inflation expectations (households), Re
serve Bank survey of expectations of senior business leaders and 
other key opinion leaders (provided by the Reserve Bank of New 
Zealand). 

Spain: European Economy - consumer opinion on economic and finan
cial conditions, Ministerio de Industria e Energia - Survey of 
manufacturing industry (provided by Banco de Espai'ia). 

Sweden: Statistics Sweden, National Institute of Economic Research (pub
lished in Sveriges Riksbank 1997). 

UK: Confederation of British Industry monthly inquiry - expected 
prices of domestic orders (provided by Datastream). 

3 The dates in the charts correspond to the moment the surveys were made. The 
targets were shifted back 12 months so they refer to the same period as the expecta
tions do. 

4 The Bank of Canada's Monetary Policy Report of May 1996 mentioned that 83% 
of respondents to the Conference Board business confidence survey expected infla
tion to be 2% or less, which suggests that also among the business community the IT 
has (at least now) gained substantial credibility. 
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4.2. Financial markets 

The evidence that long-term government bond yields were affected by 
the announcement of an IT is scarce. 61 Either in absolute terms or 
relative to the yield in Germany or the US, there was no significant 
change in long-term government bond yields, as can be seen in Box 
N, Sections A and B. There are only some signs that the adoption of 
IT may have contributed to the credibility of monetary policy in Fin
land, New Zealand, Sweden and previously in the UK, but these are 
not very strong. The evidence in the three European countries is 
probably related to the exchange rate regime change, and in New Zea
land the change was not contemporaneous with the adoption of IT, 
although it might be argued it was helped by the achievement of the 
IT targets. 

Data for bond market inflation expectations in Australia, Can
ada, Sweden and the UK (also in Box N, Section C) also reveals the 
relatively low initial credibility of the announcements: long-term ex
pected inflation was above the target ranges, and even in the shorter 
horizons of 2 years expected inflation was not always inside the target 
ranges. However, recent data suggests that the targets may now be 
credible. 

Whatever the measure of expectations used, a common feature 
among the countries in our sample is that inflation expectations were 
not significantly affected by the IT announcement, and the IT's 
credibility remained low during the early stages of the adoption of the 
framework. In most countries, there are some signs (e.g. medium
term expectations in Canada or bond yield differential in New Zea
land) that early successes in meeting targets improved the credibility 
of monetary policy. However, the evidence is also consistent with a 
scenario where expectations formation is adaptive, and lower ex
pected inflation is a consequence of the lower observed inflation, the 
adoption of IT having no effect whatsoever. 

61 
In the UK, even though bond yields did not respond to the announcement of 

IT, there was an important reaction to the Chancellor's May 1997 statement, granting 
more independence to the Bank of England. On that day, long nominal gilt yields 
immediately fell by 50 basis points (0.5 percentage points) both absolutely and rela
tive to the yields on indexed gilts. 
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BoxN 

l'I' CREDIBILITY AND BONPYIELD~ 

. A.:toNG,TER¥ GOVERNMENT BOND YIELDS 

Figll.re N.1 plots the redemptio11 yield 011 lo!lg,term govemment bonds,' daily 
from 111/1988 \o 12/12/1997, The verticalli(le marks the date of the IT an, 
nOullc,t:mep.t~ F~:o~ th~ chart~; We canno_t find any ~ignificant_ impact of the IT 
aJI.p.but_l_cement. In Finland, Swed~n and the UK the aunouncelllent is assoc,i
ated with a fall in bond yields,b)!t rhese were ;~)ready falling beforethe an, 
nouncemenh_ and were_. s~bsequently l¢y_en;ed, The_ change in bop.d yields for 
-~he_se thre~_ Count.rks- is most likely: ~ssociated with the adoption of a floatjn~ 
~x·F~ange_riite_(apd subse'J_l.lerit depfCciatiOti ofthe i:Utrency) than V{jthJT; . __ 
· • • J'ig)!le N.:?, plots the same <\i!!a, i)ut qnly for a few months around the 

·--.--date -of IJ'·-announcement,_2 so the ~pe~ific 'effects of the annoupcement_ of IT 
_ffiay- \;le -~,asily iclentified. Finla!ld,- Sw~de_.n;and th{{ UK have similar pa\terns; a 
fall in bond yields on th~ day pf the floating (particularly large in Sweden),' 
foJlqwed by subsequent falls for several weeks that. extend i?eyqnd the n an; 
J;!-OUticeJllJ;":nt,_ The oply effect th~ IT announce _ _tnent appears to have in these 
'Cquntries is tn.reinf?rce_ the_ decreasing tre1;1d in yields; In the_ weeks itnmedi_M 
ately b~fqry the 4UUOWlcement; yield~> seem to have stabilized (in Finland) or 
.sliglnlyinqeased (i1;1 Sweden .and the UK), l:m! start falling again immediately 

'--!lfter the_ a~nouncetnent. If this pattern is really a ~onsequence- of IT,__ this 
... wouldmeag that IT helped to provide credibili;yto the monetary policy of 

s;9-pri..tries. w-Pere it: had been qttestioned by the abandomnent of_the previous 
mon~tary- framework.. However:, thls effect _is_ exclus~ve of the,se_ countries, 
_since jt can_not be found in Canad;t1 New Ze_atwd or Spain. 

LONG :SONP YIELD DIFFERENTIAL TO SELECTED !\ON, IT COUN· 
TRIES 

"Goverpme)lt-:bon:d' tnarket~ are global hlarkets, thUs <;hange,s in bond yi~lds 
_tnight iwt be <;a used by domestic factors, but b~ related to inter.Q-ational events. 
In order tQ- eliminate tP-e effect of jnternational conditions on bond yields, we 
e;pnipUted. the differential in Qond yie}ds between tht;: countries in our sample 
ancl _$QIDt:;: refer.:;nce _country, which ·we took to be_ the USA ;for -rh~ non_M 

1 The data in Figure N.1 and N.2 are indices of long-term government bonds 
computed by Datastream. The maturities of the bonds used on these indict;s differ 
slightly across countries: 10 years for New Zealand, 7 to 10 years for Austraha, Swe
den and the UK, 3 to 5 years for Canada, all maturities for Finland and 'long term' 
for Spain. 

2 Figure N.2 does not include Australia, because we are not aware of a specific IT 
announcement date for this country. 

3 In the day of the floating, bond yields fell 123, 34 and 17 basis points respec
tively in Sweden, Finland and the UK. 
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, :-~tirop-e3~~,~~~ni~i¢i :~~-( 9~;rnany:: for :~he- Eur-opeail-cQ®t~fes. 4-_--Fig~e N.3. 
\- p~ots the monthlyl9ng bond l'ield differential. Apart from- the. fall i1;1 yields in 
, )'tnland~. Swe<\~(l.a~d t)J.e UK w~. \Ia<\ already. ident.ified (and had associated 

-•• _lll.ore with thefl?ftl!lg ¢~ci?angerate regime \hagwith rhe adoption of 11), the 
·c: remarkable featuJ:e l'f !'ieyreN.3 is the. fall in the average yield differentia\ in 

••• • N¥w :Z.~aland from abo11t 109 b.p .. !!ntil th.e. end of 1990, .to abo.,t 15Q b.p. 
···-··{rom mt<l-~991 QnWar<ls .. This dramatic. chwge is 1)9t associate<\with.the an, 

<.·.-~.;:.t:t.::._f?··.u-. n .. c. __ ern. ent.?:~ .... } ... T .. ~-'-. s·!•·n·.·<f·· •. ·.•·. lt···•.o· <;:Gtl. rr .. e.~._ :PP. r. o~i .. III'l··· tel·y· o n._>e.::·.· y .. ·' ~. ·a·• r. a·ft··· • .. r it, b.ut it is : -~Qntemporane;ou~ v,;Ith-~ large fall m mflatton- and the--achievement of the first 
-• •}arg~ts .. Alt!J.oJ'llh it cap• 9!> c.leimed that bond yields 'Yere ol;llr, reacting to the 

•• fall Ill mflat:lo!11 lh~ s..''Z~· and the speed of the. adjustmentw¢re prob~blyin'. 
:<r·:~-~_::-~J~~-~~-~ by: t.~:e; --~-~-J?~e~e:U!--~~-~':·;~:f:~~-~ _, fl£_s--~,:- ~nO<!tiop,_-_1.~-~~~t~- :fW~_ its_ itn_~act _on 
• ..• <•~9netaJ:J'.!'Pli~y;..~E~QI~i!Jtf,/•.- : .... ci•••cC•••.; . .·. •·•••.<:. '; •.. •.,c.,,.,. ·•• ... ··•·• ... 
§;Jl'll'LATIQ..N £x~Jt<51'X UQNS r.N BOND MAMETs•" 
}i ;<:;~an~es ifl ~flati~~'exfectations Me just one of $ci ltlO!ly fa~orsthat deterc 
.. mine bon.<\ )field ~h3nj;e# (;orgp.,lng the yield$ infio<edrate agd .index,Jinked 

J?_onds_ <111?:'\VS a bette~_ m~_!l~W~ qf fin;md<\1 mark~tS ~xp~ctf!tions about inflation 
•j0he ~omp.nted:]1l sq~~q.f;h.e CR\IIItries in ou.r sample such measures of long

:_-, .. __ _term ~nfl~tmq expec,.;taJ!Q~~ are av~ilable. Figur<fNA; plots quarterly- data fqJ,' 
.:' ::/: t4~ ~p_nd ;Q}ar~e~ ifUpliedJ~g~_ti~A _ratys_ for .Au,stralia; y;madai sw~deJJ and the 

•·• UK;:.The vemcal dash~dlinetparks the moment of the adoption of IT ancl the 
. . hon~on,:t;al_ do,p;ed ~n_e,~ th~_ (mediwx~-t~rm) inflation t.ai-g~ts. The '~;ammon pat

; --~ern _q£ f<:igvry- N,A- _is :t;llat- inflation _expectation,s_ are now_-consi_ste11t with the 
- t<U"get_s,_ e:en ~pp_ · }l:t.e-.:~we of the annol,illcemyJ;J,t; -~(;} ~aJ:get~-_were not 
f\l)ly.crcdi9le:. • ··· ··· · ··· · ·· ·· · -

• • 
4 

The. differential was. computed using Datastream long-term government bond 
mdices. Gt":en the ~trc;mg hnks ?etw~en the UK and the US economies, we also com
puted the d1fferenualm bond yields m these two countries. 

5 
The data ~or Sweeden and for the 2 year horizon in Canada are not computed 

from market y1elds, but are based on surveys of bond market investors. The data 
sources and expectations series for figure N.4 are: 

Australia: ?ifference between no~nal and indexed 10 year bond yields, ad
JUSted for an 8 month mdexation lag (provided by the Reserve 
Bank of Australia). 

Canada: differential between conventional and real return 30 year bond 
yields (calculated using the appropriate compound interest for
mula), Consensus Economics Inc.'s "Consensus Forecasts 2 years 
ahead (average)" (published in Bank of Canada 1996). 

Sweden: Aragon Fondkommission - Survey of bond investors' inflation 
expectations (published in Inflation and Inflation Expectations in 
Sweden, Sveriges Riksbank). 

UK: Bank of England's estimated market expectations of inflation, 
based on 2 and 10 year bond yields. 
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T)lei!Jlplledirlfhtion da(a couldaisobe)lS~dto analys6the impact on expec
tatioP! of the announcement of IT. Figure N,5 plots 2 and 10 year implied infla
tiog itl We IJE, daily fr.om !7/6/92 to 31/12/92, a period that covers both the 
chatt~_y_iu:eXch~nge_nltere~im_e agd_the adoption ofiJ:. The implie9 ~nflation data 
{on:helJK,reidc;m:e~ the pa~tent We oP~~rve_d in the previou& charts.-_Expect~tions 
were· ;t{fec:wc,l by the· floating- of the Bri~is~ pOu1;1d, bu~ nqt by the announcement 
of IT1_- qlt;hQ',lg~ the iumolUlcement_ is: __ a,Sso_ci<}ted with, the ~tabilizatiQn of the infl<1-
tioi1 __ ~-~P:ect~tiot).S ~~"t. had bee_n !I'!~r7asing !>in_ce the floating of the pound. This 

e.··viden . . c. e. S1lp.po···r .. t.~--. qm:. p .. revio . .. u. -:~.·. c· .. ta .. im. .. ,· .. ' .. h·.·.· .. ,'. I·.T .. ··· .. ·h···· .. e··.l.p e·d··.·.·to prov .. i .. de .. cr{!. di .. ·b._il
0

i,·ty., ... ·t.o the ptoriet~ pplis;r- Qf- ~Otl!:ltties where h h~d ,been- qu~e~t.ioned .by the abandpnment 
9J th~J~IfXl?~s--:~q~~E~r:tf~arnew9:~-~-~:~:,:-~ ,- -:'c~l:{~c:::." · -

Most measures of long-term expectations are now consistent 
with the targets, suggesting that the IT has 'political credibility' as 
well as 'operational credibility'. Note that agents could believe that 
under the current framework the targets may be achieved (operational 
credibility), but could fear that the framework was not going to be 
maintained (political credibility), and that future policy frameworks 
would be more inflationary. In this situation, long-term inflation ex
pectations would be above the IT. The recent fall in these expecta
tions may be associated with an increase in the political credibility of 
IT in countries where former opposition parties that gained power 
reaffirmed their commitment to the IT framework (e.g., New Zea
land, Sweden and the UK). 

4.3. Wage settlements 

One of the major channels through which inflation expectations are 
supposed to affect actual inflation are wage settlements. Box 0 de
scribes some anecdotal evidence that suggests the IT may have had 
some effect in centralized wage bargaining, and that in some countries 
wage increases have been relatively low. These are encouraging signs, 
given the importance of wage cost increases in inflationary processes. 
However, it is still too early to tell whether these changes in wage set
tlements are a result of the credibility of the target, or just a conse
quence of the unfavourable conditions workers faced in labour mar
kets in this period. The relatively high levels of unemployment expe
rienced in the early 90s in all the countries in our sample are likely to 
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have weakened the bargaining power of the workers in general, and 
the unions in particular. A definitive conclusion can be drawn only 
after we have observed some wage settlements reached under excess 
demand conditions in labour markets, although the evidence from 
New Zealand suggests that the IT might provide a good anchor for in
flation expectations even under conditions more favourable to work
ers. 

In the UK wages and earnings growth remained more subdued 
than many commentators had expected in 1997 as labour markets 
tightened and unemployment fell. But the same feature was also ap
parent in the USA. Even if it should turn out that the 'natural rate of 
unemployment' has fallen, and it is far too soon to be at all confident 
on that, the role of the monetary policy regime in bringing about that 
outcome would be extremely difficult to disentangle. 

. '',~,t .. WAC.E.SETILEMENTS 

_'fie_ ha:;,e ~6-'-I~~'rd:·e~Ici_~-~c-~\1((p~ng~'~ lri th~-wage settirig specially be~ 
cause_ it i~ _ _still_too_ sooA_ to have_a:sufficient long time series of wage agreement{> to 
·_llJ.ake-ap_y forni of:quantified:sratement. We only hcwe anecdptal evidence from 
· ~eve.t,"al .Sources,_ including th<i centJ,"al banks- in the answe,r_ our Jetter. Som~ of 
t~is evld~nce is r~-f:~rt~d bd()w::·---

Ausiralia: . ~ A~~9id":· b~tW~eri _JJni?ns ·and goverrunellfrefers tO the l'l'. 
Canada: ¥0ni.'e' 'a~_i::Cdot~ evidel!~ that negotiators pay more atten,tion_ to IT. 

Finlanc!: 2 ye~r ceptr~li:?~dwage agreement (for 1996'98) provided Very moe!· 
er<l:te P<1¥ in~.r~ases with a rderence.to the_ inflation t(lrget; after IT, 

spain: 

Sweden: 

, initially _the.r~ .w~ie _P.() n,ominal wage_ jp.f;r~as~s l;>ecause- of 'crisis 
consciousness~ blJt compar~tively- high wa_ge i1,1creases were negoti~, 
ate.d at brat>ch le.vel far 1995. · 

Unlo.Q:S;--r~c;QgniUd the, implications of the IT; wage settlem_ents have 
l?~eri remarkably _lqw in recent years (most in the 0-3% ranget ex
cepdor S!llall categories pf skilled staf~, at\d that despite tbe fact 
that unemplay!lle!lt fell from 10.9% w 1991 m 6,1% il) l)e10ember 
1995. 

wage,s ha:v~, been l:>ariain¢d taking the IT l;\S _referep.ce_ and wage setr 
dements itl.l995-97 were roughly in line with tbe I.T (before 1994 
wage in_crCl!$~~ Web:~ regula,rly above official infl~_tion projections). 

wage _formation remains troublesome; despite ih.e increased unem
plojrment, wage increases have been higher than in the rest of the 
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the _cen~~H~~d -~ar~-~i~iri'{pro~~-ss'·is·- p_r~sentiY--_ tUrWni' otti 
'';aro,md ;1nuu~l_ in:<;~ea~;:,e:_jA P.on,iinal, wa~es, on top_· of a _6_%_. in~ eyen "' • rate .qf!l!Jemp\oywent of ~0%. , , 

; 'i:~J~r:h:~~e,~;~eh h-~:J~; bee-t{ coriSisteri~: ~ith IT;- wage grPWtl( h~~ 
-:1 i.tlflat~9Ji,·-~nd ha_$ Peen-subdued eVen in- the face 

ug1>ten<mv. )abow, w~rkets and falling unemploYment in 

Households and businesses probably do not understand the im
plications of the adoption of an IT, and it is even likely that in some 
cases they were not immediately aware of such a change. It was not 
surprising, then, that we did not find any impact on survey data ex
pectations of the announcement of an IT. But asset prices are sup
posed to reflect the actions of well informed agents, who should be 
able to assess the true meaning of changes like the adoption of an IT, 
and we have only been able to find a few cases of a significant impact 
of the announcement of an IT on financial markets data. It seems that 
contrary to some central bankers and economists, market agents have 
initially believed that IT is not a different monetary policy frame
work, or at least, that in practice nothing has really changed yet with 
the adoption ofiT. 

5. Conclusions 

In Scottish law, criminal cases do not have to be adjudged either 
guilty, or not guilty. There is a third category, unproven. Mainly be
cause we have too few data on which to base our judgement, that, we 
believe, is for the time being the appropriate judgement. One needs a 
longer experience with IT for any significant differences in central 
bank behaviour to emerge, if they exist. There are some signs that IT 
might have had a positive impact, especially in the countries where it 
has been in force for a longer period (New Zealand and Canada), but 
most of these are country specific. Systematic patterns across all IT 
countries are hard to find. 

The IT countries have been more successful than their central 
banks, or outside commentators, had initially expected in lowering, 
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and then holding their inflation rates to the low desired mean levels. 
But then so equally were our various control groups. Both groups 
were helped in this by the international context, although the IT 
countries may have achieved low inflation faster and at a lower cost in 
terms of output growth. On the other hand, IT countries have missed 
their own targets on several occasions, which suggests that in order to 
be successful the target ranges should be wider than the usual 2 per
centage point bands.62 

Many of the apparent changes in operational characteristics 
among IT countries were the natural and self-evident results of shift
ing from an exchange rate target (Finland, Spain, Sweden, UK) to an 
inflation target (i.e. the exchange rate becomes more volatile, the in
terest rate less so). Apart from those changes, there are few signs of 
any significant shift in operational behaviour. It seems that the adop
tion of IT is instrumental in achieving stability in financial markets, 
since it is associated with lower exchange rate and interest rate volatil
ity. On the other hand, we looked hard to see if there was any evi
dence of interest rates being adjusted earlier or in larger jumps (more 
aggressively) in response to prospective inflationary pressures. There 
are a few straws in the wind (notably in Canada) and several of the 
central banks concerned are aware that such a change in behaviour 
might be needed, if the demanding targets are to continue to be kept. 
But the bulk of the evidence, so far, does not allow us to dismiss the 
null hypothesis of no significant change in operational behaviour. 

We have, at several places in this paper, drawn a distinction be
tween those IT central banks whose target is jointly set with the gov
ernment, and those where it is unilaterally set by the central bank it
self. Pace the Roll Report, we believe that the former, joint setting is 
likely to prove a far firmer bulwark against resurgent inflation, Con
sequently, we do see a greater likelihood of success in the Anglo
Saxon than in the continental European cases." Perhaps because of 
this differentiation, it is in the Anglo-Saxon countries that there are 

62 This point received a lot of attention in New Zealand, the country with a 
longer experience in IT. In New Zealand there was in 1996 widespread criticism of 
the ~hen current 2 percentage point bands, and several critics (including opposition 
parues) called for wtder bands, which were introduced after their election. 

63 In Finland, Spain and Sweden because it is not clear how much the govern
ment is committed to the target; but in Finland and Spain the issue is likely to be over
taken by their participation in the euro; and, perhaps, later also for Sweden and the UK. 
So for the European countries the experiment with an IT regime may be short-lived. 
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some signs of a credibility effect. For the rest (including the UK) it is 
not, once more, possible at the moment to dismiss the null hypothesis 
of no maintained effect. 

If expectations and inflation outcomes are not significantly af
fected, is there anything really new in the IT framework? The differ
ences with an exchange rate target framework are the obvious differ
ences between operating in a fixed or in a floating exchange rate re
gime. There is no fundamental difference between monetary targeting 
and IT; money targeting is just IT when inflation forecasts are exclu
sively based on monei aggregates. When money aggregates are not 
good predictors of future inflation, IT is a clearly superior frame
work, and money targeting is not really an option. Where there is an 
option is between IT and a purely discretionary framework, com
pared to which IT has two main (positive) differences: the adoption of 
a quasi-formalized rule, that explicitly states price stability as the only 
objective for monetary policy, and increased transparency and ac
countability. The evidence we gather suggests that the impact on 
credibility of the adoption of a policy rule is small and limited to the 
short term. 

The main difference is probably on the transparency and ac
wuntability side. The one field where there is clear evidence of a 
change in behaviour is in the nature of communications with both the 
public in general and government in particular. As documented ear
lier, such communication has generally become quicker, fuller and 
franker. In some instances, e.g. in Australia, some part of this shift 
towards greater transparency pre-dated the move to IT. Moreover this 
trend, towards more open communication, has been worldwide. Nev
ertheless we believe (though such a qualitative issue is hard to test sta
tistically) that such greater openness has gone further, faster in IT 
countries than in non-IT countries. This is one patent benefit of the 
regime change, even if elsewhere much remains unproven. 

. :f~o, __ 
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